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In 1961 Benjamin Freedman, Jewish, gave a talk
in the Willard Hotel in Washington. The gist of the

talk was the exoneration of Germany and the
indictment of Zionism.
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In 1916 WWI was more or less won by Germany. After the
horrendous bloodletting at Verdun whole units of the French
Army mutinied. Due to the submarine warfare the English had
about two more weeks of supplies left and then had to give
up. Germany offered an equitable peace. “Let us go back to
the status quo before the war with no winners and no losers.”
Enter the Zionists. This is what they said to the English: “You
do not have to give up. Give us Palestine and we bring the
United States into the war on your side.” Naturally the Jews
wanted something in writing which they received in 1917 – the
Balfour Declaration.
The Zionists kept their promise, and as we all know the United
States entered the war against Germany April l917. How did
the Zionists accomplish that feat? They used their control of
the media and swamped this country with anti-German
atrocity propaganda. In his book 1984 George Orwell
describes the frenzy of the weekly two minutes of hate. For
the German minority this frenzy of hate directed against them
lasted several years. In a subdued version it is still with us.
Testimonials
My family and I moved to Marshfield in 1970. At that time
there were still oldsters left who as youngster lived during
WWI. I met two of them and that’s what they told me. Mr.
Wendt: “We had a farm of forty acres. When the war started
the sheriff and his deputy paid us a visit. The sheriff
“recommended” to my father to buy war bonds. He had taken
his pistol out of the holster and was twirling it. My father went
to the bank and took out a loan of $500 with which to buy the
bonds. This was at a time when a pound of butter went for a
few pennies. We were e never able to pay off the loan.”
Related Ms. Roddies, daughter of a timber baron and
respected doyenne of Marshfield. “I had a girlfriend who had a
lovely doll with long, blond hair. One day when she was
combing the hair of her doll she noticed on the back of the
neck the trade mark ‘Made in Germany’. This caused her a
tremendous amount of turmoil. On one hand it was her most
beloved doll, on the other hand, her beloved doll was made by
the enemy, the Huns. “Loyalty and duty” won out over love
and she threw her doll into the pond.”
Magisterial mobs

Ms. Roddis went on how the German minority saw the light
and turned themselves into goodly war supporting Americans
who were ready to kill their own. An aside: While
accompanying my husband to a meeting in Toronto it just so
happened that Ernst Zuendel had to appear in front of the
Human Rights Commission. It was pathetic. On a small table
next to the wall sat Ernst Zuendel with his two lawyers.
The middle of the room was occupied by a slew of Jewish
lawyers who spelled each other trying to have Ernst Zuendel
convicted of hate crimes. The Jewish lawyer for the
prosecution, a Mr. Posner called two German witnesses. One
of the witnesses, an elderly German gentleman said: “Yes, I
was in the Hitler youth.”
Mr. Posner, the lawyer: “And you were indoctrinated into hate
for Jews.”

The German witness: “We were not indoctrinated into hate for
anybody. The word Jew was never mentioned.”
Mr. Posner, returning to his seat, with his back to the tribunal
but facing us, the audience, muttered under his breath: “You
are a liar!”
No, he was not a liar. I can say the same thing, namely that
we were not indoctrinated into hate for anybody, including the
Jews. I never even heard the word “Jew” mentioned.
Now back to the anti-German hysteria. Among the most tragic
of these acts of “patriotism” was the mob lynching of Robert
Prager on April 5, l918, in Collinsvillle, Illinois.

When war broke out with Germany, Prager felt a strong sense
of loyalty to the United States. By 1917 he was working in a
coal mine. At that time a rumor was circulating around town
that German agents planned to blow up the mine with the
miners still in it. Several local persons came under suspicion
and were forced to publicly declare their loyalty and kiss the
American flag. Prager too was suspect. Prager was stripped
down to his under wear, draped in the American flag and
forced barefoot to stumble through the streets of Collinsville.
At this point, some level headed citizen called the police who
took Prager into protective custody. The police hid Prager in
the basement and told the mob he was no longer there. They
allowed an Army veteran named Joseph Riegel inside to
confirm the claim. When the police opened the door the mob
swarmed in. They found Prager and took him back outside.
The police followed the mob, but did nothing to stop the
procession. When the mob crossed the city line the police
simply stopped following.
German, therefore guilty
Prager was dragged to a tree. Someone had made a noose out
of a tow rope. As many as fifteen grabbed the rope. When
their effort to kill him failed someone suggested Prager be
allowed to say something. He wrote a quick goodbye to his
parents. He asked for and was granted permission to pray.
After asking forgiveness for his sins, and once again stating
his loyalty Prager spoke his last words: “All right boys, go
ahead and kill me, but wrap me in the American flag when you
bury me.”
Prager was yanked back into the air and hanged.
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plunder. Yeltsin, under the thumb of the oligarchs had the
entrances and the exits of Duma building barricaded, brought
in tanks and artillery and began the massacre. In the
Milwaukee Journal this event was worth a notice of six lines.

In retrospect

Twelve persons were charged with murder. The trial took three
days. After forty minutes of deliberation the jury found all of
the defendants not guilty.” The Prager case was researched
and written up by John Heinl.
Let’s turn to the present.
George Will of the New York Times is equating Vladimir Putin
with Adolf Hitler. In the established media Hitler is featured as
the incarnation of evil. Evil Hitler equals evil Putin who has to
be stopped before he can commit More Evil.
Let’s go back to l996. Yeltsin, the drunkard, was the head of
the Russian government.
Yes, Putin is another Hitler. For Hitler brought back the
German
nation
from
the
abyss
–
politically,
economically
and
morally.
The
crowds
who
enthusiastically cheered Hitler were in the thousands. I
have seen nobody cheering for Merkel, the patsy for
USA. I saw nobody cheering for Yeltsin, but Putin’s
approval rating is in the high 80%.
What are the approval ratings of our politicians?
—------------------------Christine Miller was born in Muensterhausen, Germany
in 1935 and now lives in Marshfield, Wisconsin.
She is the author of Reality Check a book of compiled
letters and articles published in the Marshfield News
Herald and The First Freedom.
Christine can be reached at: millercbm@gmail.com
***
From: The First Freedom, October 2014.
Boris Yeltsin
Under him the Jewish oligarch plundered and thereby
impoverished the Russian people. The Duma (the Russian
parliament) objected and tried to put an end to the Jewish

_______________________________________________
Holocaust Denier Fredrick Töben and changes to Racial Discrimination Act in Australia
March 30, 2014
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/03/30/holocaust-denier-fredrick-toben-and-changes-to-racialdiscrimination-act-in-australia/
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Quo Vadis, Revisionism?1
Joseph P. Bellinger
The late Joseph Bellinger had intended the current article to be a chapter in a book that remained
unpublished at the time of his death, The Prohibition of “Holocaust Denial.” — Ed.
Over the past twenty-five years, throughout much of the
western world, historical revisionism has sustained everharsher assaults on freedom of conscience and expression
aimed directly at it. Explicitly anti-Holocaust-denial criminal
statutes impose the consequences: question the Holocaust, go
to jail. Unrepentant revisionists convicted under these
oppressive laws can expect to serve lengthy sentences and
appeals in most cases are routinely denied.
As of October 2008, fourteen countries had enacted laws
either specifically prohibiting and punishing “Holocaust denial”
or expressions of “racism.” These countries are Israel, France,
Germany, Switzerland, Belgium, Austria, Spain, Czech
Republic, Lithuania, Poland, and Slovakia, Denmark, the
Netherlands, and Luxembourg.
Penalties range from the draconian 20 years in Austria (in
“severe” cases) to up to one year under Belgium’s “Law
against Racism.” Moreover, courts have ordered the public
display of the verdict and its publication in one or more
newspapers at the expense of the offender, and/or the
forfeiture of the offender’s civil rights for up to 5 years.
In Austria, if the offense is considered to be a minor
infringement, a specified administrative fine is applicable.
In the Czech Republic, denial of communist genocides and
crimes against humanity are equally punishable under Article
261a, Penal Code. Poland’s Article 55 Law of the Institute of
National Remembrance is similar to that of the Czech Republic
and concerns National Socialist or communist crimes
perpetrated between September 1, 1939 and December 31,
1989 against Poles or Polish citizens.
Denmark’s “Anti-Racism” law is not applied to “Holocaust
denial” cases, while in the Netherlands, cases relative to
“Holocaust denial” are routinely applied by the courts under
Articles 137c and 137e of the Penal Code.
In Luxembourg the court may order the forfeiture of the
convict’s civil rights and a ban on all teaching activities, for 5
to 10 years.
Holocaust Heresy
On November 1, 2000, French historian and sociologist Serge
Thion, fifty-eight years of age and father of three was
summarily dismissed from the Centre national de la recherche
scientifique [CNRS] without salary or severance pay as a result
of his scholarly revisionist writings.
Five days later, the University of Lyons II instituted dismissal
proceedings against revisionist scholar and publisher Jean
Plantin to revoke his advanced studies degree. The final
decision in the matter was left to France’s Jewish Education
Minister, Jack Lang. Lang also happens to be a major figure in
the French Socialist Party. The University shamelessly joined
in the fray and announced that they hoped to strip Plantin of
his master’s degree.
Similarly, in 2000, Jean-Louis Berger, 53, a French literature
instructor at Lemberg High school in eastern France, was
sentenced to 10 months' imprisonment and a fine of $20,000
for merely telling his class of 15-year-olds “Concentration
camps were in fact labor camps. Gas chambers were used
only to kill lice. There were no six million dead in the camps
but only one million.”
Berger’s defense was that he had spoken as a “free man.”
The fact that he had innocently attended a revisionist meeting
in Paris earlier that year was used as a basis to secure
conviction, and proves that the government went to great
lengths to spy on him. The proceeds from his fine were doled
out to the voracious LICRA and the family of one of his
students who complained.2
Heeding perhaps the call of sanity, justice and reason in the
midst of such madness, Swiss Justice Minister Christoph
Blocher announced his determination on October 6, 2006 to

revise Switzerland’s anti-racism law. “I want people to be able
to express themselves in Switzerland,” the minister stated,
“even if their opinion doesn’t appeal to everyone.”3
During the course of a recent visit to Turkey, the justice
minister had remarked that the 1994 anti-racism law,
including sections aimed at squelching revisionist opinions,
“gave him a headache.” The minister’s avowed intention
unleashed a torrent of adverse criticism, prompting Pascal
Couchepin, Swiss Minister of the Interior, to remark that the
minister’s comments were “unacceptable.” Couchepin offered
no intelligent reasons in support of that opinion.
The enlightened Swiss minister enunciated his profound belief
that freedom of expression is more important than protecting
the sensibilities of hostile minority groups, and that Swiss law
should serve as a beacon to other nations. The minister said,
“I do not want that an opinion cannot be uttered only because
someone will be offended by it,” and added that the definition
of genocide is a question which must be decided by
historians.4
Nevertheless, opposition to such enlightened views is
becoming increasingly more apparent, even in Switzerland,
and to date no resolution has yet been adopted by either the
Swiss parliament or via referendum that would repeal or revise
the oppressive law.
Similarly, in Hungary Ibolya David, Hungary’s Justice Minister,
rejected a proposal from the Federation of Hungarian Jewish
Communities in May 2001 for a law that would make
Holocaust
denial
illegal.
“Such
a
law
would
be
unconstitutional,” the minister stated, basing her decision on
“numerous professional opinions” within the Justice Ministry.5
Nevertheless, the Jewish community vowed to press the
matter further.
The voice of sanity reigned again in Denmark, when on July
15, 2002 the Socialist People’s Party MP, Pernille Frahm,
refused to acquiesce in a law outlawing Holocaust denial
throughout the European Union, commenting that “One should
be very careful about outlawing political matters that have
nothing to do with racism.”6
The proposed European Union law against Holocaust denial
was based upon the following criteria:
Offenses concerning racism and xenophobia.
Public incitement to violence or hatred for a racist or
xenophobic purpose or to any other racist or xenophobic
behavior which may cause substantial damage to individuals
or groups concerned;
Public insults or threats towards individuals or groups for a
racist or xenophobic purpose;
Public condoning for a racist or xenophobic purpose of crimes
of genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes as
defined in Articles 6, 7 and 8 of the Statute of the
International Criminal court;
Public denial or trivialization of the crimes defined in Article 6
of the Charter of the International Military Tribunal appended
to the London Agreement of 8 April 1945 in a manner liable to
disturb the public peace;
Public dissemination or distribution of tracts, pictures or other
material containing expressions of racism and xenophobia;
Directing, supporting of, or participating in the activities of a
racist or xenophobic group, with the intention of contributing
to the organization’s criminal activities.
In January 2000, British Home Office Minister Michael O’Brien
informed reporters that the British government rejected plans
to enact Holocaust denial legislation supported by Prime
Minister Tony Blair. Jewish groups reacted with dismay and
dissatisfaction, complaining that the country’s “anti-racism”
laws failed to result in a sufficient number of prosecutions and
convictions.7
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Operating on the dictum that the “squeaky wheel gets the
grease,” a number of Jewish organizations have repeatedly
urged and subsequently applauded the successful suppression
and prosecution of “deniers.”
Deborah Lipstadt, who was hired to teach Holocaust history at
the Jesuit Pontifical Gregorian University closely affiliated with
the Vatican, candidly wrote, “David Irving’s arrest and threeyear jail sentence for having denied the Holocaust has been
met with a chorus of cheers in the Jewish community.”8
Deborah Lipstadt was right. Jewish organizations do generally
applaud the prosecution of people who express dissident
opinions concerning the Holocaust. For example, Shimon
Samuels, the international relations director of the Simon
Wiesenthal Center, expressed his satisfaction that the rising
prosecutions of revisionists were part of an overall trend in
Europe to try and atone for the Holocaust.
Shimon’s approbation, however, hardly addresses the issue of
how the prosecution of “deniers” offers effective atonement for
what did or did not occur during the Holocaust. Shimon
stressed the point of view that “Unlike in America, there is not
much difference in Europe between hate speech and hate
crime. And there seems to be a new willingness to use those
laws when it comes to Holocaust denial.”9

A heretic of an earlier time, Galileo Galilei was forced by
the Inquisition in 1633 to retract his belief that the
Earth moves around the Sun – or face a sentence of
death.
Source: Ottavio Leoni [Public domain], via Wikimedia
Commons
International Thought Crime
Israel may have assumed the lead in enacting Holocaust denial
legislation when the nation enacted a “Global Holocaust
Deniers” bill in the Knesset on July 20, 2004. This
unprecedented law outlawed “Holocaust denial” even if
committed overseas or outside of Israeli territory and was
passed by unanimous vote. In theory, the law would enable
the state of Israel to demand the extradition of any individual
overseas for “Holocaust denial.”
The bill was drafted by Knesset member Aryeh Eldad of the
National Union party as a counterthrust against former
Palestinian Authority Prime Minister Mahmoud Abbas for a
doctoral dissertation he had authored twenty years prior in
which he estimated that less than one million Jews had
perished at the hands of the Nazis.10
In effect, the bill provides for any Holocaust denier to be
prosecuted in Israel. Eldad has reasoned, “What I want is that
if a Holocaust denier publishes a book in England, he will be
considered a criminal in Israel.” Apparently there will be no
amnesty for such deniers even if they should change their
opinions. “Once a denier, always a denier.”11

Justice Minister Tommy Lapid seconded that denying the
Holocaust “is a neo-Nazi crime. Anyone involved in this
belongs to the group of criminals whom our arm must reach
anywhere in the world…We will not hunt them, but they should
know that they are on our list of criminals. I am very satisfied
and happy that this will be entering our law books.”12
French National Front leader Bruno Gollnisch, who serves as a
professor of Japanese civilization and Japanese law at Lyons
University III, faced similar travails as Jean Le Pen when he
remarked that the existence of Nazi gas chambers was a
matter of legitimate debate for historians. Gollnisch stated,
“There isn’t a serious historian around who totally sticks by the
conclusions of the Nuremberg Trials. I’m not questioning the
existence of concentration camps, but on the number of
deaths, historians can discuss it. As to whether gas chambers
existed, that’s up to the historians to determine.”13
The Jewish Press reported that the simple remarks “could see
Gollnisch removed from his post as a professor at the
University of Lyon III, while the European Parliament could
sanction Gollnisch, who is also a member of the legislative
body.”
The article went on to report that the University “provided
shelter for a far-right kernel,” of academics among its staff,
apparently supporting the notion that left or far-left academics
are the only people who should be employed at universities.
Serge Cwajgenbaum, secretary-general of the European
Jewish Congress, opined that Gollnisch’s comments proved
that “this man, who calls himself a scholar, is totally ignorant
of history,” alleging without proof that Gollnisch’s comments
were “not academic, but politically and ideologically based.”14
Joining the campaign to stifle Gollnisch, the Paris-based
International League against Racism and Anti-Semitism,
[LICRA] demanded that the European Parliament take action
against Gollnisch. In a letter to Josep Borrell, parliament
president, LICRA President Patrick Graubert urged the
parliament to enforce sanctions against Gollnisch “for his
revisionist comments which place in doubt the historical
veracity of the existence of the gas chambers.”15
Borrell hardly needed encouragement, and quickly joined in
with the chorus of those demanding Gollnicsh be held legally
liable for his statements. Borrell grunted, “I hope you will be
held accountable for your slanders by the courts.”16
In 1991, Gollnisch had already aroused the ire of the left when
he publicly called for “respect for freedom of expression for
educators who exercise a critical perspective towards the
history of the Second World War.”17
The so-called “far-right-harboring University of Lyons III” took
pains to distance itself from Gollnisch’s remarks and called
upon France’s minister of education to initiate disciplinary
proceedings.
Upon being informed of these facts, Gollnisch commented, “I
don’t know if I am going to be chased out of my chair in
Japanese civilization and law or even put in prison for this
phrase, but I assume responsibility for it.” Gollnisch adamantly
refused to issue an apology for his statements and criticized
the “thought police and the considerable interests who want to
prevent this debate,” adding that “It was in the interests of the
State of Israel to have endless discussions about
reparations.”18
Genocide Envy
A recent trend has emerged in which various ethnic groups
seek equal status and recognition under laws prohibiting the
denial of genocide. Jewish groups such as the Anti-Defamation
League (ADL) registered their displeasure over such attempts
based upon their belief that such recognition will “diminish the
uniqueness of the Holocaust.”
A controversy was ignited in the United States in August 2007
when the ADL voiced its opposition to a Congressional
resolution put forward by Representative Adam Schiff of
California to officially recognize the Armenian genocide. The
ADL had consistently lobbied against adoption of the
resolution.
Abraham Foxman, then director of the ADL, referred to the
resolution as "counterproductive" and expressed concerns as
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to the possible negative effect the legislation would have on
Jews living in Turkey.19
Rather ironically, leading representatives of the Armenian
community in Boston accused the ADL of “genocide
denial.”20 Armenian National Committee representative
Grace Kehetian Kulegian lambasted the ADL for preaching
“tolerance” while practicing “divisiveness and denial.”21
John Walsh, a commentator for Counterpunch Magazine, was
even more explicit in his criticisms of the ADL and its
controversial director, writing that
…the ADL has long denied that the Turkish massacre of 1.5
million Armenians from 1915 to 1923 amounted to genocide.
Turkey is of course an ally and arms purchaser of Israel's, but
the denial antedates this alliance. A good friend of mine, an
Israeli expatriate, tells me that when he went to school in
Israel, mention of the Armenian genocide was verboten so as
not to detract from the "uniqueness" of the Jewish genocide
under the Nazis and to maintain a "monopoly on suffering," as
he puts it. Shoah business does not like the competition.22
In an effort to defuse the situation and maintain cordial
relations with Turkey, the Israeli embassy in Ankara proffered
that the Jewish state acknowledges the "horrible events" and
the "terrible suffering" the Armenians endured, but urged Jews
not to take sides.23
Israeli President Shimon Peres phoned Turkish Prime Minister
Recep Tayyip Erdogan to assure him of Israel’s desire to
maintain close bilateral ties.
Within days, Mr. Foxman and the ADL reconsidered their
position and called upon the mediation of Elie Wiesel to
smooth over the dispute. According to John Walsh,
Upon reflection and with the help of that great humanitarian,
Elie Wiesel, who seems to be acting as a kind of Jewish Billy
Graham and who has never acknowledged the injustice done
the Palestinians, Foxman [now] thinks that it was a genocide
after all. (Of course according to their newspaper ad of several
days back this means that the national ADL is now abandoning
Turkish Jewry to a horrible fate.)24
Elie Wiesel had momentarily saved the day.
Nearly a year earlier, on October 12, 2006, France passed the
“Armenian Genocide Law” - an act that was strongly
denounced by the Turkish government. This legislation now
makes it a crime in France to deny that the Ottoman Turks
massacred an estimated 1.2 million Armenian Christians
during the years 1915-1917.
The five-hundred-thousand-strong Armenian community in
France had pressed for the bill. Patrick Devedijian, an
Armenian politician in France, appealed to the “Holocaust” to
justify the imposition of the law, remarking, “Imagine for a
second that Germany today denied the Holocaust. It is totally
unacceptable.”25
Jewish groups tend to concur with such analogies, since they
lend legitimacy to their own position. This fact was not lost on
legal minds including Harvard Law School Professor Alan
Dershowitz, who, in unison with Massachusetts State
Representative Rachel Kaprielian, used the controversy as a
opportunity to buttress the foundations of “the Holocaust
Industry.” Dershowitz and Kaprielian wrote,
For any organization or official to believe that there are
differing sides to the Armenian Genocide is as much an
outrage as it would be for Germany to say that the work of
Jewish scholars, witnesses, and victim testimonies represented
merely the 'Jewish side' of the Holocaust.26
In a rather amazing admission, Jonathan Sarna, a professor of
Jewish history at Brandeis University, proclaimed, “There’s a
huge irony here. The Armenian community is using all the
strategies we invented to deal with Holocaust denial.”27
Highly critical of the passage of this new law was Timothy
Garton Ash of the Guardian, who wrote,
What a magnificent blow for truth, justice and humanity the
French national assembly has struck…Vive la France! But let
this be only a beginning in a brave new chapter of European
history. Let the British parliament now make it a crime to deny
that it was Russians who murdered Polish officers at Katyn in
1940. Let the Turkish parliament make it a crime to deny that

France used torture against insurgents in Algeria… No one can
legislate historical truth. In so far as historical truth can be
established at all, it must be found by unfettered historical
research, with historians arguing over the evidence and the
facts, testing and disputing each other’s claims, without fear of
prosecution or persecution.
Far from creating new legally enforced taboos about history,
national identity and religion, we should be dismantling those
that still remain on our statute books. Those European
countries that have them should repeal not only their
blasphemy laws but also their laws on Holocaust denial.
Otherwise the charge of double standards is impossible to
refute. What’s sauce for the goose must be sauce for the
gander.28
Ash was likewise critical of French-Jewish philosopher BernardHenri Levi, whom he charged with having gone “through some
impressive intellectual contortions to explain why he opposed
any laws restricting criticism of religion but supported those on
Holocaust denial. It was one thing, he argued, to question a
religious belief, quite another to deny a historical fact. But this
won’t wash. Historical facts are established precisely by their
being disputed and tested against the evidence. Without the
process of contention – up to and including the revisionist
extreme of outright denial – we would never discover which
facts are truly hard…Only when we are prepared to allow our
own most sacred cows to be poked in the eye can we credibly
demand that Islamists, Turks and others do the same. This is
a time not for erecting taboos but for dismantling them. We
must practice what we preach.”29
Ironically, some European nations today practice and preach a
message radically different from Mr. Ash’s enlightened point of
view. Few countries evince more energy in prosecuting
“deniers” than France. Sadly, today’s France is no longer the
France of Voltaire, who famously wrote:
One man cannot say to another: ‘Believe what I believe, and
what you can not believe, or you shall perish…Believe, or I
detest thee; believe or I shall do thee all the harm I
can…Monster, you do not share my beliefs, you shall be a
thing of horror to your neighbors, your city, and your
province.’30
Limiting Free Speech
The number of prominent individuals prosecuted for thought
crime is steadily increasing. On January 3, 2006, Georges
Theil, 65 years old and a former elected official from the
British National Front, was found guilty of “Crimes against
humanity for denying the Holocaust,” (!) under the FabiusGayssot Act of July 13, 1990. Theil had dared to publicly
question the existence and operation of Nazi gas chambers
when, during the course of a television program, he referred
to Nazi gas chambers as “a fantasy.” Theil was subsequently
sentenced to six months' imprisonment without parole,
saddled with the substantial costs of publishing the verdict in
two newspapers, and ordered to pay a $12,000 fine along with
a remittance of $4,800 to each of the eleven plaintiffs who
lodged a complaint against him. An additional remittance of
$4,800 to each of the plaintiffs to recover their court costs,
and a payment of €90 to cover procedural fees was also
imposed by the court.31
In July 2006, Robert Faurisson stood trial for comments he
made on Iranian television early in 2005. Judgment was
rendered three months later, when Faurisson was sentenced
to three months’ suspended imprisonment and ordered to pay
a fine of €7500. In addition he was ordered to pay €1 in
damages and €1500 in legal expenses to each of the three
organizations that brought charges against him. Such
organizations routinely abuse the justice system by filing
harassing lawsuits designed to exhaust and financially cripple
their perceived opponents.
Arguments advanced in support of enacting Holocaust denial
laws are invariably weak and unconvincing. For example,
Robert A. Kahn, author of the book Holocaust Denial and the
Law: A Comparative Study, advanced the following arguments
in defense of Holocaust denial laws, proclaiming that even in
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the United States, “freedom of speech is not unlimited.”
According to Kahn:
One of the most important restrictions on speech applies to
what the Supreme Court refers to as “true threats.” This
category includes acts such as threatening the life of the
president, as well as burning a cross with intent to intimidate
another.
Kahn argues that “both of these policies are relevant to the
Holocaust denial context.” Seeking to provide a rational
argument for Germany’s rigid prosecution of “deniers,” he
writes,
Just as Americans view a threat on the president’s life as a
serious national security matter, Germans view Holocaust
denial as a veiled attempt to rehabilitate the Nazis, a serious
concern given the country’s past. This is why Germans ban not
only Holocaust denial but also the swastika, the Nazi salute
and the singing of the first verse of ‘Deutschland über alles.’
Kahn’s argument is poorly reasoned and emotive, for
Germany’s national anthem dates back to 1841 and was not
adopted as the anthem of the NSDAP.32
Kahn asserts that nations are sensitive about “speech that
denies crimes committed in its name,” but the crimes of the
Zionist government are blatantly omitted from Kahn’s thesis,
and one is tempted to suspect that Kahn may very well “deny”
them.
Specifically referring to “deniers,” Kahn claims that revisionist
arguments and scientific evidence are “insulting to groups,”
yet the purpose of historical inquiry is not based upon
concerning itself with people’s feelings and sensitivities, but
what can be historically and scientifically documented and
proved. The psychiatrist’s couch remains the best venue for
addressing people’s feelings and emotional hurts.
Kahn proclaims “when the Germans or French (Kahn omits all
mention of Israel) decide to ban Holocaust denial, they do so
in the context of a history of restricting speech that insults
groups. This tradition stretches back to the early 20th century
when it was illegal to insult the military, judges and large
property owners.”
Kahn raises issues that contradict each other and are
ultimately irrelevant. By the same token, one may also argue
that it constitutes a grievous insult to the German people and
their descendants if they are wrongfully accused of heinous
crimes, which they in fact never committed or approved of.
Thus, Kahn’s points may be argued either way.
Kahn cites the case of Beauharnais v. Illinois [1952] as proof
that the United States Supreme Court held that group-libel
laws were constitutional. The case in question was a rather
late decision of the Supreme Court in 1952 under Felix
Frankfurter.
The Court upheld an Illinois law making it illegal to publish or
exhibit any writing or picture portraying the "depravity,
criminality, unchastity, or lack of virtue of a class of citizens of
any race, color, creed or religion." In rendering his opinion,
Frankfurter argued that the speech conducted by the
defendant breached libel, which he reasoned to be outside the
protection of the 1st and 14th Amendments.
However, Kahn fails to supply the evidence in support of the
suggestion that revisionists are willfully libeling anyone.
Moreover, the criterion obviously does not apply to revisionist
historians and application of the law would appear to be onesided, as revisionists are libeled, smeared and lumped in the
same group as “anti-Semites” or “hate mongers,” and no one
protests in their defense. Thus, it may be argued that
revisionists are denied equal standing under the law.
Kahn appears to be more concerned with the “symbolic” or
deterrent or psychological effect Holocaust denial laws may
have in dissuading prospective revisionists from publicly airing
their views. Thus, the objective in such a case would serve to
intimidate individuals from freely expressing their opinions
because they are objectionable to specific parties.
In fact, Kahn applauds the Soviet-style show trials and the
rough justice directed against revisionists in Europe, and lauds
the news blackout with respect to the trials.

One is also struck by the author’s repeated polemical attacks
upon the “right wing.” By way of contrast, one will search in
vain for any similar criticism of the left. This leaves the reader
with the impression that a social stigma ought to be attached
to right-wing ideologues. Thus, one can easily arrive at the
distinct conclusion that the right wing is being singled out as a
criminal enterprise or conspiracy against the rest of mankind.
Such absolutes nearly always constitute an imminent danger
to our basic human rights and civil liberties in general.
Kahn triumphantly proclaims that “Holocaust denial laws” are
a “signal that society has taken a stand against hate” and
“does not depend on imprisoning deniers.”
Yet, if Holocaust denial laws do not “depend on imprisoning
deniers,” Kahn must explain why so many individuals are
languishing behind bars throughout Europe for precisely that
reason. Even granting the possibility that Kahn is correct, what
practical difference does it make whether the accused are
imprisoned, calumniated, slandered, libeled, mischaracterized
and dehumanized? All characterizations inevitably lead to the
same inevitable denouement: contempt for the offender and
ostracism from mainstream society.
Kahn wisely sidesteps the issue of whether the United States
ought to adopt laws proscribing Holocaust denial, but it is clear
that he has no solid objections to upholding the status quo in
those countries that do.33
In fact, the media frequently and irresponsibly refers to
historical revisionists as “neo-Nazis.” On September 9, 2003, a
Belgian court convicted Siegfried Verbeke of minimizing the
Holocaust after distributing pamphlets. Stripped of his civil
rights for 10 years and sentenced to one-year suspended
prison term, Verbeke, a 63-year-old Belgian of German
extraction, remained unrepentant and confirmed to the press
that he stuck “one hundred percent” to his views. “Three
centuries ago people were burned at the stake, so a one year
prison sentence is not that bad,” he asserted.
The Belgian court asserted that Verbeke had shown no respect
for the victims of the Nazi extermination of six million
European Jews.
Attorney Paul Quirijnen, an attorney representing Belgium’s
official “anti-racism” center, which had instituted proceedings
against Verbeke under a law banning Holocaust denial,
grumbled, “There is a limit, which I call tolerance,” adding that
“the historical truth” could not be denied.34
Yet, if the Holocaust believed in by Paul Quirijinen is ‘the
truth,” why does it require punitive laws to compel belief?
What historical ‘truth’ is so sacred that it cannot ever be called
into question or revised? What sort of “truth” necessitates
harsh punishments in cases of non-compliance?
Ernst Zündel’s appeal was rejected by the German Federal
Court in Mannheim on September 12, 2007. The appeals
court upheld trial judge Ulrich Meinerzhagen, who in rendering
his judgment declared, “It is of absolutely no relevance
whether the Holocaust happened or not. Denying it is a
punishable offense. That is the only thing that matters to the
court.”
In the fallout following the Zündel trial, the Mannheim state
attorney’s office filed charges against Zündel’s defense team,
notably Juergen Rieger and Sylvia Stoltz for “incitement of the
masses.” According to a statement issued by the prosecutor’s
office, Zündel’s attorneys repeatedly disputed and played
down the alleged genocide of Jews in World War Two. The
state attorney’s office is seeking their disbarment.
In April 2007, after six years of discussion and negotiations,
the European Union approved criminal measures against
“Holocaust denial.” Representatives from the 27-nation bloc
agreed to impose jail sentences upon those who deny or
trivialize the Holocaust.
The controversial proposal calls for the courts to impose a
sentence of three years’ imprisonment for those who “deny
genocide.”
Supporters of the legislation proclaimed that the rules would
“aim to penalize anyone who incited to hatred or violence, and
anyone who publicly condoned, denied or grossly trivialized
crimes of genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes.”
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Naturally revisionists of other histories are exempt from the
list of those who might be exposed to public hatred and
contempt. When a number of Baltic nations demanded that
those who denied major Soviet atrocities should be included
on the list, their proposal was rejected. Thus the alleged
genocide of the Jews during the Second World War is the only
genocide referred to under the new rules, which will still
require the ratification of national parliaments as well as the
European Parliament.”35
In Australia, revisionist Frederick Töben, director of the
Adelaide Foundation, faced troubles of a legal nature after
being denounced by Jeremy Jones, the former president of the
Executive Council of Australian Jewry. Newspapers gloated
that Töben was unable to find a lawyer to defend him against
allegations that he has “raised serious doubt about the
Holocaust.”36
During the course of a night hearing, Jones importuned the
Federal Court to jail Dr. Töben for allegedly breaching a fouryear-old court order because his website suggested “it is
unlikely that there were homicidal gas chambers at
Auschwitz.”37
Dr. Töben had previously spent seven months in a German
prison in 1999 on a bogus charge of “inciting racism.”
Dr. Töben had served as one of the keynote speakers at the
so-called “Holocaust denial” conference hosted by Iranian
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad in Tehran in 2006.
On its website, the United States White House issued a
statement condemning the conference:
The United States condemns the conference on the Holocaust
convoked by the Iranian regime on Monday in Tehran. While
people around the world mark International Human Rights
Week and renew the solemn pledges of the Universal
Declaration on Human Rights, which was drafted in the wake
of the atrocities of World War II, the Iranian regime perversely
seeks to call the historical fact of those atrocities into question
and provide a platform for hatred. The gathering of Holocaust
deniers in Tehran is an affront to the entire civilized world, as
well as to the traditional Iranian values of tolerance and
mutual respect. The United States will continue to support
those in Iran and elsewhere who seek to promote human
rights and dignity, and will stand with them in their efforts to
overcome oppression, injustice, and tyranny.38
The White House’s platitudinous statement betrayed a
smugness and air of moral superiority vis-á-vis hypocritical
references to “tolerance, mutual respect” and “human rights
and dignity” while seeking to deny these rights to the
attendees of the conference.
Neither does the White House statement nor the sentiments
expressed therein accord with the disgraceful manner in which
the President of Iran was treated during his recent visit to
Columbia University, where he was characterized by University
President
Lee
Bollinger
as
a
“petty
and
cruel
dictator,”…brazenly
provocative
or
astonishingly
uneducated.”39
In response to these gibes, the Iranian President stated,
In Iran, tradition requires when you invite a person to be a
speaker, we actually respect our students enough to allow
them to make their own judgment and don’t think it’s
necessary before the speech is even given to come in with a
series of complaints to provide vaccination to the students and
faculty.40
The subject of the Holocaust was naturally raised by Bollinger,
who remarked,
…you held a two-day conference of Holocaust deniers. For the
illiterate and ignorant, this is dangerous propaganda. This
makes you, quite simply, ridiculous.
Bollinger’s comments imply that “dangerous propaganda,” in
the form of “Holocaust heresy,” ought to be suppressed and
President Ahmadinejad receive public censure for upholding
the democratic principle whereby all people should be allowed
an opportunity to freely express their opinions without fear of
retribution by the government.
Particularly discomfiting to critics of the Tehran Conference
was the fact that a number of Orthodox Jews also participated

at the function. Austrian Rabbi Moishe Ayra Friedman used the
occasion to lament the fact that the Holocaust was being used
to legitimize the suffering of other peoples and that he wanted
to break the taboo on discussing it. The enlightened Rabbi
remarked that the main thing “was not Jewish suffering in the
past but the use of the Holocaust as a “tool of commercial,
military and media power.”41
The spirit of intolerance that today characterizes much of
Europe has seeped by steady increments into mainstream
academic institutions in the United States. For example,
DePaul University recently said “Sayonara, Professor” to
Norman Finkelstein, the controversial author of The Holocaust
Industry and a consistent critic of Zionist policies.
In an astounding statement loaded with irony and hypocrisy,
Dean Chuck Suchar attempted to justify Finkelstein’s dismissal
on grounds that his teachings conflict with “Depaul’s
Vincentian Values,” which include respect for the opinions of
others…!42
Finkelstein, who is Jewish, has long criticized the way Jews
have handled the Holocaust and has called leaders of
American-Jewish groups "Holocaust mongers." His views led
the university to cancel Finkelstein's only course, "Equality in
Social Justice," a week before fall classes began. According to
the Chicago Tribune, Dean Chuck Suchar found Finkelstein's
teachings to be conflicting with "DePaul's Vincentian Values"
which include respect for the opinions of others—leading us to
wonder why the university doesn't respect his.43
Another flagrant example of intolerance occurred at
Georgetown University in 2007, when Bruce Leichty, an
immigration lawyer who has defended Ernst Zündel, was
escorted off campus by security guards for passing out leaflets
to members of the German Lawyers Association.44
A thought-provoking article penned by Gerard Alexander, a
scholar from the American Enterprise Institute, identified a
specific methodology at work in Europe, which he perceived as
the “greatest erosion of democratic practice in the world’s
advanced democracies since 1945.”45
Citing three disturbing trends used to stifle free speech,
Alexander notes that archaic anti-Nazi laws are being adopted
in nations where no threat of Nazism is present. Moreover,
cleverly formulated laws provide provisions to sanction any
speech determined by the powers that be to “incite hatred”
against groups based upon religion, race or ethnicity. Third,
the laws themselves are interpreted “so loosely that they chill
not just extremist views but mainstream ones too.”46
Alexander underscores the fact that since 1945, the extremely
marginalized right wing has never posed any serious threat to
Germany or Austria, and has never garnered more than five
percent of the popular vote in regional elections.
Nevertheless, anti-Nazi legislation in Germany and Austria has
dramatically increased— a fact that Alexander describes as
“unfortunate,” because “anti-Nazi laws gradually expanded to
cover other historical events.”
Alexander cites the case of the eminent Princeton historian of
the Middle East, Bernard Lewis, who was asked in an interview
with Le Monde about the mass murder of Armenians in Turkey
during World War I. While conceding that terrible massacres
had indeed occurred, Lewis questioned whether genocide was
really intended as part of a preconceived plan undertaken by
the Turkish government.
Lewis’s comments fell foul of France’s controversial genocide
laws, which prohibit denial of “crimes against humanity.”
Several activist groups filed a formal complaint against Lewis,
who was subsequently found guilty of not being “objective
enough” in regard to historical events that the European
parliament had officially certified as genocide.
Thus, the State arrogates to itself the authority to dictate
compulsion of belief on pain of punishment, presuming to
dictate to individuals what they may or may not believe on the
basis of pre-approved “politically correct” content. Genocide
laws are being used as a deterrent to compel historians to
parrot the politically correct interpretation of certain historical
events or else suffer dire consequences.
Alexander notes with evident alarm that,
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…a stream of rules now prohibits the broadcast, including
online, of any program or ad that incites ‘hatred based on sex,
racial or ethnic origin, religion or belief, disability, age or
sexual orientation’ or – crucially – is offensive to religious or
political beliefs.47
These rules are frequently employed by governments to
disband political parties of which they disapprove.
In the context of modern society, it is no longer the
provenance of any Church or religion to punish “blasphemy”
and “heresy”; it is now up to the State.
Much of the responsibility for this sordid state of affairs
appears to rest with organizations referred to by Alexander as
the “antiracism industry,” which would include such
organizations as LICRA or MRAP [Movement against Racism
and for Friendship between Peoples in France, and the Muslim
Union of Italy, which routinely file complaints and suits and
often serve as the direct beneficiaries when fines are
imposed.
Alexander asserts “the real danger posed by Europe’s speech
laws is not so much guilty verdicts, as an insidious chilling of
political debate, as people censor themselves in order to avoid
legal charges and the stigma and expense they bring.”
Europe’s speech laws are written and applied in ways that
leave activists on the political left free to whitewash the crimes
of leftist regimes while inciting contempt and hatred against
the usual betes noires of the left.
Alexander notes with some degree of concern that “Socialist
and extreme-left political parties have played central roles in
the design of free speech laws and sends an important signal
to the broader culture when Hitler is the symbol of evil while
Stalin and Mao are given a pass, and when, in effect, Pat
Buchanan’s ideas risk indictment while Michael Moore’s are
protected.”48
The perceived ultimate targets of such laws are religious
bodies, moderates and conservatives, who are with increasing
frequency denounced and reviled as “bigoted” and/or “racist.”
In underlining the inherent danger in such laws and policies,
Alexander writes,
Laws against any speech that causes “offense” are biased
because they have the insidious effect of conflating bigoted
speech and constructive criticism, two kinds of speech that
should be sharply distinguished from each other. The result is
the stigmatization of certain kinds of thinking about social
problems and public policy that American conservatives,
moderates, and even many liberals recognize as a legitimate
part of serious debate. These speech laws will not ultimately
silence extremists—whose careers will not end if they are
called bigots and who often seek out controversy—but they
can silence reasonable people who do not want that label and
do not want a scandal.49
These laws are in fact the fruits of a deliberately cultivated
policy designed to suppress a human being’s most inalienable
possession and right: our reason and the right to freely
express our opinions without fear of government repression.
Alexander supports the suggestion adopted by Human Rights
Watch, which “insists that governments should ban speech
only when it ‘constitutes imminent incitement’ to violence and
other unlawful acts and urges reform of these laws, including
repeal of Holocaust denial laws.”
As laws restricting freedom of speech continue to proliferate, it
is only inevitable that a backlash must ensue as enlightened
individuals question the authority and disinterestedness of the
State, even while recognizing that the true value of a
democracy does not lie in extending the right of expression to
government-approved opinions but in granting the same right
of expression to all citizens – especially those who express
unpopular or controversial opinions.
Where is revisionism going? Perhaps this question can best be
answered by recalling the case of Galileo Galilei, who was
forced by the Inquisition in 1633 to retract his heretical belief
that the Earth moves around the Sun – or face a sentence of
death. On the occasion of his recantation, Galileo is said to
have muttered the words, “Eppur si muove!”

In a similar manner, revisionists, the heretics of our modern
age, may recite in unison with the spirit of Galileo,
“Still, it moves.”
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Setback to the Struggle for Free Speech on Race in Australia, Part 1
Nigel Jackson
I am well acquainted with all the arguments against freedom of thought and speech – the arguments which claim
that it cannot exist, and the arguments which claim that it ought not to. I answer simply that they don’t convince
me and that our civilization over a period of four hundred years has been founded on the opposite notion….. If I had
to choose a text to justify myself, I should choose the line from Milton: “By the known rules of ancient liberty.” The
word “ancient” emphasizes the fact that intellectual freedom is a deep-rooted tradition without which our
characteristic Western culture could only doubtfully exist….. If liberty means anything at all, it means the right to
tell people what they do not want to hear. - George Orwell, Proposed but Unpublished Preface to Animal Farm1
I
For two years in Australia there has been an intense “culture
war” between those thoughtful citizens who seek, in the name
of the freedom of speech, reform of the Racial Discrimination
Act and those others, some idealistic, who have opposed such
reform on the grounds that it would lessen what they claim
are needed protections for vulnerable persons against racial
vilification and racial hatred. In August 2012, in an address to
the Institute of Public Affairs, the then leader of the federal
Opposition, Tony Abbott, inaugurated debate by promising
that, if the Liberal-National coalition which he led were to be
elected to office at the next elections, it would legislate a
partial repeal of the Act. Twenty-four months later, now the
Prime Minister, Abbott suddenly announced that no reform
would take place after all. A battle for free speech has been
lost. This is the story of that battle, which has lessons for
freedom-lovers the world over.
II
The Racial Discrimination Act in its first form was a statute
passed by the Australian Parliament during the Prime
Ministership of Gough Whitlam, leader of the Australian Labor
Party. Whitlam, whose party won the national elections in
1972 and 1974, introduced massive changes to the Australian
political order which can broadly be summed up as
internationalist rather than nationalist, left-wing rather than
right-wing and socialist rather than liberal-conservative. As a
result mainly of gross mismanagement, the Whitlam
Government’s mandate was terminated by the GovernorGeneral, Sir John Kerr, in November 1975 in lawful but
controversial circumstances.
The Act was enabled by a questionable interpretation of the
“external affairs” power contained in Section 51(xxix) of the
Australian Constitution, an interpretation later upheld by the
Australian High Court. The Act was legislated to conform to the
authority of the International Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Racial Discrimination, an article of the United
Nations Organization.
Racial discrimination would occur under the Act when someone
was treated less well than someone else in a similar situation
because of his or her race, color, descent or national or ethnic
origin. Racial discrimination could also be caught under the Act
when a policy or rule appeared to treat everyone in the same
way but actually had a deleterious effect on more people of a
particular race, color, descent or national or ethnic origin than
others.

It was henceforth against the law to racially discriminate
against a person or persons in areas including employment,
land, housing and accommodation, the provision of goods and
services, and access to public places and facilities. The Act
since then has been administered by the Australian Human
Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission, later renamed the
Australian Human Rights Commission.
III
In 1994 the ALP Government led by Paul Keating announced
that it intended to introduce a new bill styled the Racial Hatred
Act to extend the coverage of the Act so that people could
complain to the Commission about racially offensive or abusive
behavior. Supporters of the change presented it as an attempt
to “strike a balance” between the right to communicate freely
and the right to live free from vilification. This proposal led to
an intense national debate.
The proposed bill had been preceded by a draft bill in 1992,
which itself depended upon three earlier government-initiated
or supported inquiries. In introducing the 1994 bill in the
House of Representatives, the Attorney-General (Mr. Lavarch,
the member for Dickson) referred to these: “Three major
inquiries have found gaps in the protection provided by the
Racial Discrimination Act. The National Inquiry into Racist
Violence, the Australian Law Reform Commission Report into
Multiculturalism and the Law, and the Royal Commission into
Aboriginal Deaths in Custody all argued in favor of an
extension of Australia’s human rights regime to explicitly
protect the victims of extreme racism.”2
The Opposition’s shadow attorney-general (Mr. Williams,
member for Tangney) responded to this: “While these reports
may have prompted a racial hatred bill, it is difficult to see
how their recommendations are reflected in this bill. All three
reports recommended against the creation of a criminal
offense of incitement to racial hatred or hostility. This bill
creates such an offense. [In the long run this did not become
law.] The reports favored the creation of a civil offense of
incitement to racial hatred where a high degree of serious
conduct is involved. This bill establishes a civil offense with the
significantly lower threshold of behavior which “offends,
insults, humiliates or intimidates.” These words clearly include
the hurt feelings which the Human Rights and Equal
Opportunity Commission rejected as the basis for a civil
offense, concerned that such a low standard could lead to a
large number of trivial complaints.”3
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A more serious objection to the inquiries was mentioned by
the man whose speech was, in my judgment, the best of all in
the debate, that of Graham Campbell, ALP member for
Kalgoorlie. Campbell, already a rebel within the parliamentary
party’s ranks, would soon afterwards be forced out of the ALP.
For some time after that he continued to hold his seat of
Kalgoorlie
as
an
Independent,
while
endeavoring
unsuccessfully to launch a new political party named Australia
First. Campbell said: “It is clear in the texts that there was
networking between the authors of these reports….. Only the
report of Irene Moss [The National Inquiry into Racist
Violence] supported criminal sanctions which were contained
in the 1992 draft bill and are also contained in the 1994 bill. I
would urge interested academics who still care about free
speech to analyse this Moss report closely, because this
document, which I believe to be intellectually corrupt, is the
main justification for federal racial vilification legislation.”4
He may have been correct on at least two scores in his charge
of intellectual corruption. That inquiry, which had been set up
by an earlier ALP government, was placed in the hands of two
representatives of minority ethnic groups who were thus
interested parties and should never have been invested with
such a task, nor should they have presumed to undertake it.
Such an inquiry should have been in the hands of clearly
impartial as well as qualified persons, and there should have
been a majority of persons drawn from the majority British
ethnic group, so that justice could be seen to be done as well
as be done.
Secondly, it is plain from the text of the report that
submissions made by individuals and groups holding views
contrary to those of Ms Irene Moss (the Chinese wife of a Jew)
and her assistant, Mr. Ron Castan QC (a Jew) were not fairly
taken into account. This can be seen in the report’s refusal to
adequately define the key terms ‘race’ and ‘racism’ and also in
its scandalous mistreatment of the Australian League of
Rights.
Mr. Campbell had further pertinent remarks to make:
In any consideration of the new Racial Hatred bill, the public
consultations and the written public submissions on the 1992
draft bill should have been taken into account and the results,
at the least, made public. I placed a question on notice about
the bill and, among other things, asked about the results of
the 1993 public consultations and submissions. The attorneygeneral took three months to answer and made it clear that he
would not be making the results public. This was a typical
display of arrogance.
A public submissions process was conducted, yet the public
was not to be informed of the result. I strongly suspected that
the reason for this was that the results were not what the
attorney-general wanted to hear. And so it proved. Freedomof-information documents revealed what I had expected.
Written submissions ran almost seven to one against the bill
and the attempt to stack the public consultations process had
clearly failed. The attempt of the attorney-general to cover up
the results is merely a measure of the misrepresentation,
intellectual corruption and deceit which has marked the entire
sorry history of the push for such legislation…..
…the bulk of the media is quite happy to countenance a
partisan like Irene Moss acting at one and the same time as
advocate for supposed victims of racial intolerance and
inquirer into such supposed intolerance. Not only that, but she
was also to have administered the civil section of the
legislation she called for, as her successor will do if the law
before us is passed.
There is absolutely no understanding or appreciation of just
how improper it is for the same person to be advocate, judge
and jury in one. Those who rightly uphold the general principle
of division of powers in our wider political context should be
deeply concerned about the blurring of such responsibilities in
quasi-judicial bodies like the Human Rights and Equal
Opportunity Commission….. This is the sort of new class law
we are evolving – a de facto judicial system in which an
accusation is taken as proof and the publicists are also the
prosecutors and the judges. Not only that, but determinations

of the commission can be registered in the Federal Court and
become legally binding – a star chamber usurping the
authority of a proper court.5
Campbell made other very serious criticisms of the
Government’s handling of the 1992 draft bill: “[This bill] was
supposed to lie on the table while people made submissions. A
member of my staff asked the attorney-general’s office how
people could obtain the bill and was told it could be obtained
from government bookshops. He asked two people in two
separate states to ring government bookshops and ask for the
bill and no-one in either bookshop knew of the bill’s existence.
He then wrote letters, published in The Age on 24 December
and The Australian Financial Review on 31 December 1992,
bringing attention to what was happening.
It was only at the very end of 1992 that the AttorneyGeneral’s public affairs section was brought in to co-ordinate
the selling of the bill to the media and to organize a public
consultation process. There was no proper submission process
in place until then. It was clearly an afterthought.
Advertisements appeared in early January 1993 letting people
know that a submission process on the bill would be conducted
and offering to send people copies of the bill, the second
reading speech and a fact sheet. The written submission
process, however, was held over the holiday break when most
people would be thinking about anything else but politics, or
perhaps so it was hoped.
The Attorney-General’s Department also tried to fix the result
of the travelling consultation process by holding meetings in
venues of groups most likely to support the bill, such as ethnic
affairs commissions and so on. It also sent out letters asking
those organizations to mobilize their members – that is, likely
supporters of the bill – to be at the meetings. The attempt to
stack the meetings, however, seems to have been largely
unsuccessful.6
Twenty-six members spoke after Campbell and effectively
ignored his thesis, which leads to the strong presumption that
it was correct.
Others, however, rebuked the Government for its handling of
the preparations for and mode of presentation of the bill. Mrs.
Sullivan (the member for Moncrieff) commented on “the
unseemly haste with which this bill is being pushed through
this chamber.”7 Ms. Worth (the member for Adelaide) added:
“The fact that the Coalition and the community have been
given less than a week to discuss the [bill] is indicative of a
government which has little regard left for the opinions of the
wider community and the due process of the Parliament.”8 Mr.
Cobb (the member for Parkes) stated: “The previous speaker
says that we have had plenty of time to look at it because we
knew it was coming. Sure we knew it was coming, but we did
not know which form it would take….. The Australian people
have also not been largely consulted on it.”9
Several speakers from the Coalition argued strongly that there
was no adequate evidence that the Australian people as a
whole wanted any such bill. Mr. Nehl (the member for Cowper)
reported: “It is interesting, too, that when the government
first brought in its bill, in 1992, it had community consultations
right around Australia. There were 646 submissions on the bill
received from the public, and 563 were opposed to the
legislation. There were only 83 in favor of it.”10 Opposition
speakers also claimed that the bill did not really have the
support of ethnic minorities in the nation, it being seen as
unnecessary and potentially divisive; Government speakers
claimed otherwise.11
Overall, the unsatisfactory nature of the Government’s
introduction of such legislation suggested that by subterfuge a
piece of devious social engineering was being attempted. As
Mr. Cadman (the member for Mitchell) said, it seemed that the
ALP was “setting an agenda and a system of attitudes or
values for Australia not sought out from the Australian people
themselves.”12
IV
In the 1994 House of Representatives debate only five of the
thirty-nine speakers tried specifically to define the key term
“racism.” There were, however, implicit definitions in other
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speeches, as well as attempts to define associated terms such
as “racial hatred” and “racial vilification.” Many speakers on
both sides sought to distance themselves from racism. Two
speakers warned about the misuse of such terms for ulterior
and questionable purposes. Campbell said: “A racist today is
anyone who wins an argument with a multiculturalist….. On
key issues such as immigration, multiculturalism and
Asianization we have a tyranny of the minorities and a
disenfranchisement of the majority. This bill is the starkest
indicator of that process so far. The elites who have been
pushing these policies realize that, even though they dominate
the bureaucracies and academia, they are losing the
intellectual argument. Their crude cries of ‘racist’ and ‘racism’
are proving less and less effective. Now they want a piece of
legislation to complement the declining power of the social
sanctions against speaking out.”13
Mr. Cameron (the member for Stirling) said: “Under political
correctness law, however, there is no accepted definition of
what constitutes racial hatred….. Some sections of the
community, however, regard any statement against the
perceived interests of a minority group as racist. For example,
Tracker Tilmouth of the Central Land Council14 reportedly
claimed that the Greens and the Coalition were racist for
daring to propose amendments to the land fund legislation.
Those with extreme views are well represented in the raceguilt enforcement industry charged with responsibility for the
civil side of the law.”15

George Orwell (25 June 1903 – 21 January 1950) wrote
in his unpublished Preface to Animal Farm, “If liberty
means anything at all, it means the right to tell people
what they do not want to hear.”
Source: By Branch of the National Union of Journalists
(BNUJ). (http://www.netcharles.com/orwell/) [Public
domain], via Wikimedia Commons
In general, Government speakers tended not to express
concern about the terminology of the bill, but many Coalition
speakers were very critical of alleged ambiguities. Several of
these argued that international and overseas jurisdictions had
avoided the term ‘racial hatred’ because of the difficulty of
defining the word “hatred”. Mr. Tuckey (the member for
O’Connor) said: “In State v Klapprott, the Supreme Court of
New Jersey held that a statute that made it an offense to utter
any statement inciting hatred, abuse, violence or hostility
against a group by reason of race, color, religion or manner of
worship, was void for uncertainty, because the terms ‘hatred’,
‘abuse’ and ‘hostility’ are abstract and indefinite.”16

Mr. Filing (the member for Moore) noted: “The international
instruments which form the constitutional support for this bill
avoided reference to ‘incitement to racial hatred’, on the basis
that ‘hatred’ is too subjective a term for a court to assess. In
the USA and Canada, concern has also been expressed that
the term is too uncertain a standard to include in penal
legislation….. Chief Justice Brogan concluded that it is not
possible to say when ill will becomes hatred. He noted that
there is no norm to say when such an emotion comes into
being, and that it cannot be made a legitimate standard for a
penal statute.”17
Concern was also expressed by Opposition speakers about the
vagueness used by the bill in its proposed amendment to
provide for a civil prohibition (which in due course became the
law). Mr. Ruddock (the member for Berowra) commented:
“The Commonwealth standard of ‘insult’ and ‘offend’ is both
broad and vague in our view in that an extraordinary range of
statements
are
likely
to
be
included
under
this
definition.”18 Mr. Nugent (the member for Aston) added: “The
problem with using terms such as ‘offend’, ‘insult’ and
‘humiliate’ is that they are largely subjective in nature. The
courts in the UK have had trouble interpreting the word ‘insult’
in relation to public order legislation, and there have been
similar problems in the USA.”19 Mr. Connolly (the member for
Bradfield) complained: “No other jurisdiction in Australia has
civil standards comparable to those in this bill….. where we
find words such as ‘offend’, ‘insult’, ‘humiliate’ and
‘intimidate’….. all words closely associated with value
judgments.”20
Oddly, the topic of race itself was almost totally ignored. It
may be that the House collectively showed an ostrich-like
attitude to the issue and indirectly encouraged a Lysenkoist
attitude to the science of races. Traditional anthropology,
before the changes and innovations most of all associated with
Franz Boas (a Jew), did not accept the currently fashionable
doctrine of racial equality. Some students of race still do not.
William Gayley Simpson provided a profound consideration of
the topic in his book Which Way Western Man?21 He wrote,
inter alia:
A race is a major division of the human species. Its members,
though differing from one another in many minor respects, are
nevertheless, as a whole, distinguished by a particular
combination of features, principally non-adaptive, which they
have inherited from ancestors as alike as they are themselves.
These distinguishing features are most apparent in body,
where they are both structural and measurable, but manifest
themselves also in ‘innate capacity for intellectual and
emotional development’, temperament and character. With
this we may compare Professor Bertil Lundman’s definition:
‘Race… is a term that can be applied only to a reasonably
homogeneous human group that has preserved its hereditary
characteristics almost unchanged through a long succession of
generations.’
What then is a ‘racist’? For all of forty years there has been
acute need of honest and fearless inquiry about what race is,
and an atmosphere of free discussion out of which might have
come something like a scientific consensus as to whether or
not racial differences are real and, if so, how much attention
they require. But ‘racist’ is a term of opprobrium that was
invented by the equalitarians to prevent such investigation and
discussion.
Simpson devoted four pages to listing thirty-three
distinguished scientists who rejected the doctrine of racial
equality. He provided details of each of them and of their
careers.
An important short political study of the race question is Race
and Reason by Carleton Putnam.22In the introduction by R.
Ruggles Gates, Henry E. Garrett, R. Gayre of Gayre and
Wesley C. George (four of the scientists listed by Simpson)
these authorities made an important comment on the
corruption of science by political ideology: “We can also
confirm Putnam’s estimate of the extent to which nonscientific, ideological pressures have harassed scientists in the
last thirty years, often resulting in the suppression or
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distortion of truth…..we have no hesitation in placing on record
our disapproval of what has been all too commonly a trend
since 1930. We do not believe that there is anything to be
drawn from the sciences in which we work which supports the
view that all races of men, all types of men, or all ethnic
groups are equal and alike, or likely to become equal or alike
in anything approaching the foreseeable future. We believe on
the contrary that there are vast areas of difference within
mankind not only in physical appearance, but in such matters
as adaptability to varying environments, and in deep
psychological and emotional qualities, as well as in mental
ability and capacity for development. We are of the opinion
that in ignoring these depths of difference modern man and
his political representatives are likely to find themselves in
serious difficulties sooner or later.”23
Putnam argued that wide-scale dishonesty characterized
American discussion of racial controversies. Commenting on
the Supreme Court desegregation decision of 17 May 1954, he
had this to say about “the patent partiality of the authorities
cited in favor of integration”: “The majority of these appear
either to belong to Negro or other minority groups or to have
prepared their studies under the auspices of such groups. To
expect these groups to present impartial reports on the
subject of racial discrimination is like expecting a saloonkeeper to prepare an impartial study of prohibition….. Their
point of view is important and deserves consideration. Many of
them are brilliant and consecrated men. But to permit them to
provide the overwhelming preponderance of the evidence is
manifestly not justice.”24
Putnam denied that there was virtual unanimity among
scientists on the biological equality of the Negro with the other
two major races:
There is a strong northern clique of equalitarian social
anthropologists under the hypnosis of the Boas school which…
has captured important chairs in many leading northern and
western universities. This clique, aided by equalitarians in
government, the press, entertainment, and other fields, has
dominated public opinion in these areas and has made it
almost impossible for those who disagree with it to hold
jobs….. The non-equalitarian scientists have been forced
largely into the universities of the South where they are biding
their time.
It is folly to talk of freedom, either of the press or of any other
kind, when such a situation exists….. [There is] a trilogy of
conspiracy, fraud and intimidation: conspiracy to gain control
of important citadels of learning and news dissemination, fraud
in the teaching of false racial doctrines, and intimidation in
suppressing those who would preach truth.25
Particularly germane to the present Australian situation is
Putnam’s analysis of political opportunism as a corrupting
factor in party politics involving discussion of racial issues.
Leaders of both major political parties in the USA, he said,
close their eyes to the truths of race. “Partly [it is] through
ignorance of its scientific validity. But this ignorance they are
inclined to cherish, and to avoid correcting, because of the
balance of power held by Negro voters in certain key states…..
The tragedy is that the great majority of Americans are
dividing their votes on other issues in such a way as to give
this issue into the hands of the minority….. Could the race
question be isolated so that it could first be thoroughly
debated and then voted on by itself alone, the minority would
be swamped.”26
In a subsequent book, Race and Reality,27Putnam pointed out
that racial discrimination is sometimes both scientifically and
ethically justifiable: “[In answer to the question: ‘Isn’t it unfair
to discriminate legally against the exceptional Negro on the
basis of a racial average?’] We discriminate legally against
exceptional minors by not allowing them to vote, though
certain of them may be more intelligent than many adults.
Discriminations of this sort are necessary to the practical
administration of human affairs….. the Christian religion offers
salvation to all true believers, but this has nothing to do with
status. Status has to be earned, in religion as elsewhere, by
merit….. Christ was a man of infinite compassion, but he was

not a man of maudlin or undiscriminating sentimentality.
Christ’s life, among other things, might well be called a study
in firm discrimination.”28
Putnam supported the age-old love of kith and kin, “the
natural impulse of men to group themselves around their own
kind.”29 He also stressed the importance of racial
discrimination in those contexts where races must be
considered as wholes, as opposed to contexts involving
individuals of races: “But there is nothing unchristian in facing
the fact that, as individuals differ in merit, so averages differ
among races in those attributes involving specific cultures…..
when we are confronted with a situation where a race must be
considered as a race, there is no alternative to building the
system around the average. The minor handicap to the
exceptional individual, if such there be, is negligible compared
to the damage that would otherwise result to society as a
whole.”30
Putnam defended the importance of the traditional meaning of
the word “discrimination”: “Is that man unjustified who marks
a difference between right and wrong, between better and
worse? It has become the vogue to condemn discrimination
without asking what the reasons for the discrimination may
be.”31
One of the greatest intellects of last century, the
metaphysician and writer on sacred traditions, Frithjof Schuon,
stressed the importance of true discourse on race:
…Race is a form….. It is not possible, however, to hold that
race is something devoid of meaning apart from physical
characteristics, for, if it be true that formal constraints have
nothing absolute about them, forms must none the less have
their own sufficient reason; … races… must… correspond to
human differences of another order…..
In order to understand the meaning of races one must first of
all realize that they are derived from fundamental aspects of
humanity and not from something fortuitous in nature. If
racialism is something to be rejected, so is an anti-racialism
which errs in the opposite direction by attributing racial
difference to merely accidental causes and seeks to whittle
away these differences by talking about inter-racial bloodgroups, or in other words by mixing up things situated on
different levels….. Racial mixtures may be good or detrimental
according to the case.32
An important recent study of the impact of ideology upon
anthropological science can be found in Kevin MacDonald’s The
Culture of Critique.33 In a chapter on “The Boasian School of
Anthropology and the Decline of Darwinism in the Social
Sciences,” MacDonald concluded: “A common thread of this
chapter has been that scientific skepticism and what one might
term ‘scientific obscurantism’ have been useful tools in
combating scientific theories one dislikes for deeper
reasons.”34
Ideological interference with the Australian political order in
matters of race most of all was manifest some three decades
earlier. Mr. Filing (the member for Moore) referred to the
influx of Asians into the nation: “It was Harold Holt’s Coalition
government in March 1966 that abolished once and for all the
White Australia policy – a decision which enabled the welcome
inflow of so many people from such a wide range of ethnic and
racial backgrounds, and since then including people from Asian
nations particularly, especially China and Vietnam.”35 Former
Prime Minister Bob Hawke (ALP) eventually admitted publicly
that the termination of this policy had been brought about by
a semi-secret agreement between the Coalition and the ALP,
with the Australian people themselves not being asked in
advance for a mandate for such momentous change through a
referendum, since it was considered likely that they would
vote No. This is one of the most significant historical
developments in Australian affairs to call in question the
nation’s habitual self-description as a “representative
democracy.”
In this context, the enthusiasm of several speakers for
“education against racism”36 sounded most suspect. It
seemed that members from both political sides were equally
eager to see in place a program that would constitute
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indoctrination into the ideology of racial equality rather than
an academic inquiry into the nature of racial and ethnic
differences and different ways of addressing these within
nations.
V
The argument over whether or not the proposed bill was a
justifiable limitation of free speech was, in my view, clearly
won by its opponents. In introducing it the attorney-general,
Mr. Lavarch, asserted that in it “free speech has been
balanced against the rights of Australians to live free of fear
and racial harassment.”37 This smooth argument had for
some years been advanced, notably, by Jewish spokespeople
in the press and seems to have been devised to try to get over
the otherwise embarrassing obstacle of the fervor with which
British nations have traditionally defended free speech. The
argument assumes that such a balance is necessary (false)
and that the two goods being balanced are of equal worth
(false). Implicit is the assumption that we cannot have a
national climate reasonably free for all citizens from fear and
from racial harassment and also have freedom of speech
(false). In short, the argument is worthless casuistry.
Government speakers often pointed out that, as Mr. Tanner
(the member for Melbourne) said, “freedom of speech is not
an absolute”. Many examples were given of laws that already
qualified what could be legally expressed. These related to a
wide range of subject matter, including (1) defamation and
libel; (2) copyright; (3) obscenity, child pornography and
censorship; (4) official secrecy, national security, the state and
federal Crimes Acts; (5) contempt of court; (6) contempt of
Parliament, rules for Parliamentary speakers that forbid
attacks on the Royal Family or the financial probity of fellow
members, the Parliamentary Privileges Act, the Public Order
(Protection of Persons and Property Act of 1971) which
enables protesters in the gallery to be dealt with, and
penalties applying to people who display posters in the gallery;
(7) consumer protection, the Trade Practices Act which
imposes restrictions in order to ensure that business activity is
conducted fairly and honestly, false advertising law, and fraud
laws; (8) broadcasting regulations; and (9) criminal laws
about the counselling of others to commit a crime. None of
these constituted the same degree of erosion of free speech
that the bill did, for it broke new ground in striking at the
freedom of each citizen to publicly make basic political
comment and criticisms concerning major issues of national
policy and direction.
Many important concerns were raised by the Coalition
speakers. Mr. Ruddock (the member for Berowra) said: “Our
consultations have revealed that some people do have grave
reservations about the fact that people can be jailed for what
they say as distinct from what they do….. We do not think that
a government should ever introduce or endorse legislation
which will send people to jail for offenses that are not clearly
defined in practical terms.”38
Mr. Filing (the member for Moore) enlarged on the
Opposition’s objections to the proposed Section 60 (an
amendment to the Crimes Act of 1914): “There is a
fundamental difference… between expressing an opinion,
however odious, and threatening violence to personal
property….. We on this side of the chamber will not support a
criminal sanction for expressing a view and encouraging others
to adopt it when you are not inciting people to damage
property or persons.”39
Mr. Forrest (the member for Mallee) commented: “I have got
some concerns about how this bill basically neuters what I
consider to be the reasonable expectation which all Australians
have come to treasure – the right to free speech. That right
preserves the capacity for people to speak out on a whole
range of issues which they consider to be in the public
interest. Sometimes these views may require comment in
regard to ethnic origins, whether in respect of immigration,
foreign policy or any other matter. I see legislation such as
this, in the hands of fringe minority groups, being used to
constrain such freedom….. Although the deliberate giving of

offense may not be the purpose of such speech, it is
sometimes amazing what people can be offended by.”40
Mr. Cameron (the member for Stirling) pointed to another
serious implication of the bill:
All laws restricting speech contain a penumbra, a twilight zone
in which a person cannot be sure if his statements infringe the
law, and therefore cause the prudent and the timid to refrain
from making a much wider range of statements than the law
intended to prohibit. Sanctions imposed by the courts will
probably not be the major practical impediments to free
speech.
Those who control access to the forums for disseminating
ideas – the publishing houses, the media and academia – will
be forced to walk on egg shells when dealing with any issue
touching on race. They will, most perhaps from a genuine
desire to act lawfully – but some from a cynical desire to
suppress debate – cite the law as a reason not to publish
anything at variance with contemporary wisdom on
multiculturalism.41
Mr. Slipper (the member for Fisher) noted: “By attempting to
silence our opponents, we question our own commitment to
the cause and acknowledge the strength of our opponent’s
position….. We should all be concerned with a state which
seeks to regulate opinions and which declares the truth and
then seeks to suppress any deviation….. The thought police
are to be let loose. This government will be setting up a type
of offense which will see political prisoners created in
Australia.”42
Government speakers clearly failed to rebut the free speech
argument. Mr. Latham (the member for Werriwa) tried to set
up an alternative ideal of “fair speech, consistent with
tolerance and understanding.”43 This ignores the fact that
people have varying degrees of understanding, different ideas
of what should be tolerated and different ideas about what is
or is not fair speech. Ms. Henzell (the member for Capricornia)
did not want the law “to permit disadvantaged or vulnerable
groups to be seriously harmed by more powerful
groups.”44 However, the bill’s supporters as a group failed
completely to produce evidence of such “serious harm” to
ethnic minorities within Australia on a sizeable scale. Mr.
Theophanous (the member for Calwell) stated that “there are
limits to utterances when they promote racial hatred and
undermine multicultural society.”45 This ignored the fact that
many Australians might want to argue in favor of a
homogeneous, if not monocultural society, and that such a
position in no way automatically indicates that they are racial
haters. Later this speaker made a most significant interjection:
“It is to stop Nazis and others in Australia of their type that
this bill has been organized!”46 He may inadvertently have
pointed to a secret agenda behind the bill designed in the
interests of one particular ethnic minority –Jews. Mrs. Easson
(the member for Lowe) said: “This bill… attacks the public
tolerance of racist speech. If we declare our intolerance of
racist speech, the social ethos will evolve over time away from
racism.”47 This smacks more of social engineering than
assistance of vulnerable persons. And Mr. Hollis (the member
for Throsby) saw the bill as rejecting “the right of racists to go
out and practice their craft”.48 For him, perhaps, “racists”
were any people who disagreed with himself on issues
involving race. To sum up, the Government speakers were
bent on censorship, proud of their moral virtue and unwilling
or unable to countenance the existence of, and the expression
of, a plurality of views on matters involving race - or the
possibility that their own views might be to some extent
erroneous.
VI
A feature of the 1994 debate was the apparently complete
obsequiousness of the Australian Parliament to the United
Nations Organization. A number of speakers cited the UNO as
having provided the constitutional basis for national legislation
on racial issues.49 Ms. Worth (the member for Adelaide)
quoted the preamble to the Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Racial Discrimination as stating: “…any doctrine of
superiority based on racial differentiation is scientifically false,
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morally condemnable, socially unjust and dangerous and…..
there is no justification for racial discrimination.”50 There is a
dangerous odor of institutional infallibility about that article. It
is also regrettable that it repudiates ‘racial discrimination’ tout
court when, properly, it should only repudiate ‘unjust racial
discrimination’. Such carelessness with terminology (or is it
intended manipulation?) does not encourage confidence in the
UNO. Putnam exposed the unscientific nature of a UNESCO
Statement on Race published in 1950.51 UNESCO was forced
to first publish a modification and later a booklet rebutting
both the initial statement and the modification by fourteen
scientists of world standing. Putnam went on to show how the
scientists’ correction was later ignored by the big battalions of
media, politicians, the entertainment industry, scientific
hierarchy and educational establishment.
Not one speaker in the debate was prepared to address the
unreliability, if not outright mendacity, of the UNO, or to
discuss whether it really was in Australia’s interest to be bound
by any of its declarations – or to what extent Australia should
co-operate with it. The UNO has been the subject of
unfavorable scrutiny in a number of important books.52 One
of the great questions of our time is whether or not the UNO
was deliberately established as the prototype of a future world
government, the “New World Order,” which in fact would be a
global tyranny of certain elite groups. Ms. Worth also referred
to “the standards that the global community has agreed
upon”; but it is doubtful that any such community can truly be
said to exist, let alone that it was properly consulted, with
every adult person in every member state being well informed
about the standards beforehand.
VII
One explanation for the appearance of the 1994 Racial Hatred
bill is that it formed part of a program to transform Australia
from its original status as an essentially British nation into…
something else. The key word used to describe that something
else is one with a sliding range of possible meanings that
easily enables deception and causes confusion. That word
ismulticulturalism. It is possible to make the idea of a
‘multicultural Australia’ sound rich and exciting, an example of
the truth that variety is the spice of life. On the other hand,
perhaps such an Australia might be easily made into a satrapy
of the New World Order, in which a demoralized citizenry of
quasi-slaves have no peoplehood left, no folk or kin group to
protect them from the tyrants. Understandably, proponents of
multiculturalism tend to be in favor of plenty of immigration
and from as many different ethnic groups around the world as
possible. This raises the question of whether the bill was seen
partly as a means of inhibiting public expression of opposition
to high levels of immigration and to multiculturalism.
Mr. Robert Brown (the member for Charlton) had this to say:
I believe that in Australia we have developed and refined an
important concept when we talk about a multicultural society.
In the process of doing that, we have, in effect, adopted a
positive and practical policy of national purpose and identity…..
We have a society which consists, quite deliberately, of people
from varied and diverse ethnic, racial and cultural
backgrounds….. we have developed a country which has a
great number of stimulating, exciting, diverse and interesting
qualities…..
I think it is one of the greatest social and inter-racial initiatives
ever undertaken anywhere in the world. I believe that it
represents a deliberate attempt to bring together people of
diverse cultural and racial backgrounds on the basis of their
simply being people…..
There can be little doubt that the vibrant culture that exists in
Australia today is a welcome replacement of the narrow
xenophobic Australia of the past….. we are a more successful,
energetic, thoughtful, forward-looking and outward-looking
society than we ever were in the past.53
What identity? What qualities? What does “simply being
people” mean? The speech is vague; the language turgid; it
looks like politicians’ cant. Notably, it involves slander of the
past (the times of the pioneers, the explorers and the soldiers
in two great wars) in order to flatter the present.

Mr. Latham (the member for Werriwa) remarked: “This is
indeed landmark legislation. It represents an important
landmark in Australia’s transformation from an inward-looking,
monocultural society to an outward-looking, tolerant,
confident, multicultural society.”54 Was the British Australia of
the recent past, which saw itself as part of a noble and
magnificent empire of many peoples, “inward-looking”? It does
not seem to have occurred to the speaker that unity of culture,
based upon unity of race, may also mean strength and
profundity of culture, while multiculturalism, like syncretism in
religion, may mean disintegration and decadence. And how
tolerant is this new society to be of those who criticize it? Not
very, the bill suggested.
Putnam issued in 1961 a warning of the dangers of
undiscriminating immigration policy: “The immigration of
many millions of people into the USA, particularly during the
past eighty years, has brought together here the greatest
assortment of ethnic stocks in the world and probably in
history. If the lessons of European experience have any
meaning, such a conglomeration of racial and ethnic elements
renders a serious cultural decline inevitable. Symptoms of the
decline are already apparent in the deteriorating state of some
aspects of our culture, in the irresoluteness and confusion of
our national leaders and in the virulence of frank anti-social
behavior among our people far in excess of that encountered
in West European countries, Canada and Australia….. Today, in
excessive homicide, treason, juvenile delinquency and other
crimes with their tremendous cost in suffering and treasure,
we are paying the price for our reckless generosity to peoples
of other lands.”55
Mr. Campbell (the member for Kalgoorlie) hit one nail right on
the head: “This bill… is clearly designed to stifle open debate
on matters such as immigration and multiculturalism at a time
when
both
are
increasingly
coming
into
public
disrepute.”56 And two Coalition speakers pointed to anomalies
in the bill. Mr. Cameron (the member for Stirling) supported
the concept of “racially blind” legislation: “This bill is
analogous to the government prohibiting theft from migrants
only. One wonders why the Government is extending a
protection which all Australians should enjoy only to members
of minority racial groups. The obvious, if cynical, answer is
that the Government will not earn kudos from the multicultural
lobby by passing a law with a general operation. The rest of us
are entitled to feel discriminated against.”57 Mr. Atkinson (the
member for Isaacs) added: “To me, of fundamental
importance to this country is one set of laws for a group of
people who choose to live in this country and call Australia
home….. If we are going to bring people together in this
country and develop an interest as Australians for Australians,
we should not introduce legislation that enables racial
qualifications to be placed in front of them.”58
VIII
The most important political pressure group in Australia to
consistently challenge the doctrine of racial equality has been
the Australian League of Rights. This organization, founded in
1960, grew out of the Social Credit movement of the 1930s. It
has always supported the Christian and British ethos of the
nation, it has tended to be wary of programs for Aboriginal
“advancement” and “land rights” (seeing these as potentially
divisive of the political order), it has tended to oppose nonEuropean immigration and favor the maximum possible ties
with Britain and the former British dominions of Canada and
New Zealand, it has favored patriotic nationalism and been
very wary of the UNO, and it has often been critical of Jewish
influence within national and international politics (which it has
seen as often hostile to its own ideals and policies). It has
been easy for its political opponents to stigmatize it as “racist”
and “anti-Semitic.”
An important feature of the 1994 debate was what may be
called the slanderfest of the “extreme right”, with the League
as main target. For example, National Party Leader Tim
Fischer (the member for Farrer) proudly stated: “Members of
this house will know that over the years I have been involved
in many battles against what we call the Far Right, the League
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of Rights and other organizations from the extreme Right,
some members of whom hold the sort of odious racist views
that this bill is intended to address. From that experience, I
have come to know that these people do not think rationally
about such issues. They interpret the actions of others,
governments in particular, in terms of the twisted international
conspiracies they imagine.”59 Some might well see this sort of
vague language as reckless vilification. Fischer went on to
add: “In this respect, as in my constant and unflinching
opposition to the Far Right, my record stands me in good
stead and provides a self-evident defense against those who
would seek to place the racist tag on my back or on the back
of any member of the parliamentary National Party.”60
Government spokesman Mr. Latham (the member for
Werriwa) had this to say: “Yet a small minority of racists and
racist organizations do express and seek to incite racial
intolerance and hatred….. We do have the League of Rights
and we do have in election campaigns organizations such as
Australians Against Further Immigration, which run their
campaigns on a racist platform.”61 An impartial analysis of
both the named groups might also find evidence of unjust
vilification here too.
Mr. Snow (the member for Eden-Monaro) said: “There is
plenty of intolerance and bigotry about. For instance, the
League of Rights has been mentioned in this debate. The
League of Rights has a phobia about Zionism….. Zionism poses
some ethereal threat, which I have never been able to
perceive in spite of all the writings of those who are on the
right, such as those in the League of Rights.”62 That was not
an intellectually substantial rebuttal of the League’s
commentaries on Zionist and Jewish influence in politics. It
was vilification offered in defense of an anti-vilification bill!
At least seven other speakers participated in the
slanderfest.63 Not a single speaker in the whole debate
sought to stem this avalanche of misinformation and
defamation. A significant body of Australians was being
demonized, leading to the strong presumption that the
discussion was not the completely free exchange of views it
might seem to be. What power within the political order could
be so powerful that it was able to frighten both major political
parties into such a dishonorable group attack?
IX
It seems that Jewish influence played a large part in the
formulation of the Racial Hatred bill of 1994. That is, if
Graham Campbell is correct in claims made in his speech.
Campbell said: “Mr. Keating finally announced that the bill
would definitely be introduced before the end of 1994 at the
36th biennial conference of the Zionist Federation of Australia.
The outgoing president of the ZFA, Mark Leibler, was one of
those who had most strongly pushed for this bill, with criminal
sanctions. The choice of venue for the announcement
underlined from where the major lobbying pressure for the
introduction of such a bill had come. Of course, other ethnic
groups and academics have been involved and Aboriginals
have been used as a stalking horse, but the main driving force
has clearly been the Zionist lobby.”64
Mr. Campbell gave other examples of Jewish influence in
Australia’s national politics: (1) At the same conference Mr.
Keating announced the formation of a multicultural advisory
council to advise the Government on cultural diversity
dimensions of the centenary of Federation and the Olympic
Games – and nominated as first (and at that stage only)
member a lobbyist from the ZFA; (2) The imposition on
Australia in 1988 of a “costly and counter-productive warcrimes trials process” [purely set up to catch alleged Nazis];
(3) The sacking of the secretary and deputy-secretary to the
Immigration Department in 1990 because they resisted
opening up a separate immigration category for Soviet Jews;
and (4) The achievement of changes to the immigration rules
which “were used to block controversial historian David Irving
from entering Australia.”

British historian David Irving
Source: Photo taken from the Irving website that
states: "These photographs are provided for use
copyright free unless otherwise indicated" [Public
domain], via Wikimedia Commons
In dealing with the attempt by Jewish spokesman Jeremy
Jones to deny the truth of the third of these charges (which
had been exposed in the Canberra Times by journalist Verona
Burgess), Campbell said:
Neither the Zionist lobby nor anyone else has the right to use
state authority to deny inconvenient facts of history and
remain unchallenged. Nor should we attempt to suppress
people who make such denials….. This is how we should
approach those who deny the Holocaust. They should be met
with the facts and arguments in open debate and not
suppressed….. This bill is also designed to entrench one view
of history as holy writ. All aspects of history, no matter how
horrible and distressing to some people, should be open for
critical examination and discussion. We cannot rule a line on
the study of the past. I really believe that if we do not make a
stand on this bill, then the authoritarian excesses will get
worse.65
Campbell raised these matters with an admirable mixture of
directness and tact: “I want to make it clear that in talking of
the Zionist lobby, I am not talking about the great majority of
Jews, many of whom, I know, are totally opposed to this bill. I
am talking about a relatively small group in the Jewish
community, disproportionately composed of authoritarian
zealots who have crushed or silenced internal opposition. Due
to a combination of money, position, relentless lobbying and
the manipulation of their victim status, they have a very
powerful influence, both in Australia and abroad.”66 Although
many other speakers referred to Jewish matters, most being
sympathetic to Jewish interests,67 none of the twenty-six who
followed Campbell made any significant reference to his
comments about the role of the Zionist lobby in promoting the
bill and otherwise strongly influencing Australian political
affairs. The natural presumption is that they knew they could
not refute his thesis but did not wish to be associated with it.
X
After being passed in the House of Representatives (the lower
house of the Australian Parliament) on party lines 71-59 the
bill was sent for consideration to the Australian Senate (the
upper house), which arranged for its joint (all-party) Legal and
Constitutional Committee to investigate it. As a result some
public hearings were heard and I attended the one in
Melbourne on 24th February 1995, having arranged in
advance to be allowed to make a submission. What occurred
there, I believe, casts considerable light on the nature of both
the bill and its eventual acceptance by the Senate (after which
in amended form it became law as part of the Racial
Discrimination Act). After being invited to address the hearing
by its chairman, ALP Senator Barney Cooney, I began by
explaining that I appeared as a private citizen and
representative of a long line of British and European writers
who had defended free speech. I continued as follows:
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Within the last 24 hours I have nearly completed a first
reading of the transcript of the hearing held by this committee
in Canberra a week ago on 17th February. This convinces me
that there is still widespread confusion and error in many
people about the nature of this bill and its implications. I
remain convinced that the bill should be completely rejected at
this stage, and that a new inquiry should be set up into
relevant matters of society and race in this nation, an inquiry
which is indisputably and manifestly impartial.
On page 276 of that transcript, we read that Senator Abetz
said a week ago: “Let us say I was an outrageous revisionist
of the academic view and said, ‘The Holocaust did not exist,
did not happen.’ There are some people with that strange view
of history.” He indicated that he believed that such a view and
the promotion thereof “would offend all Jewish people” and
would be done “because of the race.” He added that “these
revisionists say these things” because they believe that “the
Jews have perpetrated a fraud on society and got them to
accept a version of history that was not true.” Dr Sernack
commented: “You may very well hold those beliefs in good
faith but, nevertheless, it may not be reasonable in the
circumstances to promulgate them.” On page 280, Senator
Abetz talked about a neo-Nazi and asked: “If there were a
neo-Nazi meeting to which only neo-Nazis were invited to hear
some revisionist history, would that be a public place?”
Later he referred to “this outrageous revisionist version of
history”. Later still he referred to the revisionist view of the
Holocaust as “just diatribe.” These and many other references
throughout the transcript show that an inadequate background
of knowledge is being brought to the public deliberations on
this bill and that a crudeness and lack of subtlety of
terminology are being employed, which means clearly that the
nation is not yet ready to have legislation on such
controversial matters of race and society framed, debated,
legislated and enacted. A Miss Chung said, on page 302, “We
can never wait for the perfect time.” However, the present
time, the present context, is grossly imperfect, so the voice of
wisdom says, “Not yet, not yet.”
I end with a series of challenging assertions which I am
prepared to defend to the best of my ability. The bill is too
vaguely worded and offers insufficient safeguards for
intellectual freedom. The terms “racist” and “racism” are too
vague for adequate debate. They are unscientific in the sense
used by Professor Eric Voegelin of the term “fascism” in his
seminal work, The New Science of Politics, published by the
University of Chicago Press in 1952 in America.68 “Denial of
the Holocaust” and allied terms are prejudicial and seriously
misleading. Revisionist historians, David Irving and the
Australian League of Rights, as well as many other individuals
and groups in the so-called far right spectrum, are honourable
and decent people who deserve a fair hearing. Their exclusion
from public debate on this bill by the major media is a national
intellectual scandal. The member for Kalgoorlie in the House of
Representatives, Mr Graeme Campbell, was correct to state
that the major impetus for this bill has come from Jewish
Zionist pressure groups and individuals, as he said in the
House debate of 15th and 16th November. Jewish Zionist
influence on our national politics has become excessive and
needs to be curbed.69
The chairman in response suggested that there was no
problem “under this bill in saying that the Holocaust did not
occur” and likened such a claim to stating that Dresden was
not bombed in World War Two, that the Kokoda Trail did not
exist, that there was no Burma Railway built by the Japanese
with prisoner of war labor, or that William III was a
homosexual [that is, a series of obvious absurdities]. In
response I said:
I think that is arguable. In any case, this bill needs to be seen
in a context that goes far beyond that of Australia; a context
that includes a number of other countries that have been
mentioned in debate on this matter, such as Britain, France,
Germany, Austria, Canada, America, where it is quite plain
that there is what appears to be a worldwide campaign to
inhibit as much as possible the expression of certain

controversial views on various topics associated with race, of
which the Holocaust and the degree of Jewish influence in
national and international politics is one.
The chairman asked why I picked out the Holocaust. I replied:
Mr. Chairman, I am a writer. I believe it is necessary, as
[Joseph] Brodsky, one of the Nobel Prize winners for literature,
said, to speak the whole truth fearlessly. It is necessary to go
to the heart of the matter. This I believe is where the heart of
the matter is. Moreover, when I look at the transcript of last
week’s hearing, I see that there is quite a significant number
of references to Jewish matters, to Nazism, neo-Nazism, the
Holocaust and so on. This is a very important aspect of this
bill.
The chairman repeated his question and I replied:
Because I think this takes us straight to the heart of the sociopolitical context in which this bill has been presented to the
parliament. I have referred to the writings of Ian Dallas. I
have one of his books here – a magnificent piece of writing
called The Ten Symphonies of Gorka Konig.70 He is a Muslim
sheikh. He is a man of an extraordinary range of knowledge
and intellect and he would argue that I am doing just that,
that I am going to the heart of the matter. The other matters
you refer to may be important but they are not as important
as the one I am referring to.71
There now occurred an extraordinary intervention. It so
happened that in this small room, containing some fifteen or
so persons, one of them was none other than Mark Leibler, the
very powerful and prominent Jewish activist and leader to
whom Graeme Campbell had referred in his House of
Representatives speech. Leibler now passionately intervened:
“Mr. Chairman, this is a new experience for me. I have never
been before a Senate committee and listened to something
which is really straight out of The Protocols of the Elders of
Zion. Now that we are here, perhaps Mr. Jackson ought to be
asked to explain. What he is obviously telling us is that all the
ills of the world are attributable back to the Jews, that this is a
worldwide conspiracy and the Jewish people are responsible
for everything. I think it would be of interest to the committee
if perhaps you asked Mr. Jackson to explain how all this
happens, for example, how the Jews control the government
here, how the Jews control the international community.
Maybe you should invite him to explain.”72 Rather taken
aback by this onslaught and its intellectual crudity, I had the
feeling that Leibler was acting a role, a familiar role for him, in
which a person or a group or a view was not to be so much
discussed as rubbished and hissed off the stage.
He and the chairman for a few moments discussed
implications of Holocaust denial and its relationship to the bill.
Leibler likened such “denial” to saying “that the moon does not
exist or the sun or the earth is square.”73 He then renewed
his attack on me: “But Mr. Chairman, we have been treated
here to something which I have never heard but I have seen
on TV. This is The Protocols of the Elders of Zion. This
gentleman is talking about a worldwide Jewish conspiracy
controlling all governments, controlling the world. I would like
to know how this is done. He should be asked to explain.”
Fortunately I was able to respond to these diatribes and the
whole conversation is on the public record. I replied:
It should be quite plain, Mr. Chairman, that Mr. Leibler has
grossly misrepresented what I said and given a superb
example of what I was talking about when I talked about
inadequate terminology and an inadequate background
knowledge. I said nothing whatever about the Jews being
responsible for “all the ills of the world.” I have not talked
about a conspiracy engineered by the Jews. To suggest that
reality of the sun and the moon is comparable to the reality of
a controversial historical event is nonsense. I resent very
strongly the imputations that this gentleman has made about
me.74
Leibler was plainly on the back foot now, as he had clearly
ascribed to me views I had neither directly nor indirectly
expressed, exaggerated statements I had made, and come up
with a ludicrously stupid comparison. Leibler meanwhile
continued in a very sarcastic voice: “I got it wrong, Mr.
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Chairman. It was not the Jews; it was the Zionists.
Correct?”75 It evidently did not occur to him that an apology
was in order.
There now occurred another memorable exchange. The
Chairman turned to a Mr. Pearce, a representative of the
prestigious Victorian Council for Civil Liberties, and asked him:
“Mr. Pearce, what do you say about that? Do you agree with
what Mr. Jackson said?” Pearce replied: “With virtually none of
what he said.”76 It amazed and disappointed me that this
man said nothing in support of my free speech position
and nothing about the way in which Leibler had clearly
misrepresented me. I had the conviction that foremost in his
mind was the desire not to be associated in any way at all with
what he regarded as “anti-Semitism.” And, if I am correct,
that shows the degree to which a taboo has infected Australian
society: an eleventh commandment – “Say no ill of the Jews.”
Pearce went on to argue, effectively I thought, that Holocaust
denial would become illegal if the bill was passed. Along the
way he remarked: “We are here to talk about this bill and not
the international Zionist controversy.”77
I managed to get another important point made: “No
distinction has been made yet between the phrase ‘denial of
the Holocaust’ and between revisionist historians of
responsible and intellectual caliber who are not ‘denying the
Holocaust’ but who are arguing that it has been exaggerated –
something which any historian should be perfectly free to say
about any particular historical event. Using the phrase ‘denial
of the Holocaust’ constantly evades facing up to this question
that it is not a matter of denial. It is a matter of questioning
the extent of.”78
Soon the chairman was again comparing Holocaust denial to
saying that no Australian troops were killed on the Burma
Railway, and I was able to make an important point about
that: “I am not aware of any significant body of historians of
academic and intellectual quality who are making any denials
about the Australian activities in the Burma railroad et cetera
and, therefore I am afraid that comparison is quite irrelevant.
But there is such a body making these sorts of comments
about the Holocaust. Some of them are in jail in certain
countries and I feel that this legislation is at least a step in the
direction of putting Australian intellectuals who are dissidents
in gaol.”79
Mr. Leibler soon remarked: “I could not really take this
seriously. It is best that I say no more. I would hope that noone else takes it any more seriously than I do.”80 I thought
his tone petulant; and it occurred to me that he was used to
saying publicly the sort of defamatory things he had been
saying about me without being effectively challenged. The
major media often published Jewish attacks on their
opponents but rarely if ever opinion articles by writers of “the
extreme right”. But now, all of a sudden, he had a capable
debating opponent from that stable who was being given
opportunity to reply to him – and it was all going onto the
public record. It seemed that he had grasped that he had
better not take the debate with me any further.
A representative from the Australian Civil Liberties Union81,
Mr. Geoff Muirden, now uttered a word of support for me: “I
feel that matters raised by the revisionists should be a matter
of open debate. If the Jews take exception to it, as they
apparently do, they should be able to meet the revisionists in
open debate. There should not be this attempt to suppress
David Irving from entering Australia.”82
The conversation moved to the topic of combating racism by
means of educational programs and, after several speakers
had given their views, I was able to speak:
We tend to assume in public discussions in this country and in
other Western countries that education is a great good. It is
surprising, however, how much written material by top quality
minds now exists to suggest that modern mass education has
in many respects been a very harmful influence. I can quote
simply one top writer, Frithjof Schuon, one of the Perennialists
School. He is a Muslim writer [Schuon is not a Muslim – ed.]
but he has argued this in quite a number of essays.83 I have
been listening with interest to what has been said in the later

part of this discussion and it convinces me that the education
first needs to begin among the people in this room and others
who speak the kind of language that they speak. For I say
again that if you use words like “racist” and “racism” you are
using unscientific terminology, as Professor Voegelin said.
In response to this, Leibler sneered: “Mein Kampf.”84 He had
been reduced to the schoolboy tactic of mindless derision.
What on earth had my speech to do with Hitler?! I responded:
“Despite Mr. Leibler’s recent sneering comment, this is a
serious matter, as I say. The word ‘racism’ needs to be very
carefully examined; it will be found that it is used in many
contexts with many ranges of meanings.” The chairman tried
to sweep aside my insistence on careful defining.85 I replied:
“Still coming back to your question relating to racial hatred,
incitement to it and so forth, can we afford as a nation to
frame and pass in the parliament legislation that flies too
much in the face of truth? I think that is a question that has
not been adequately answered at all today. I agree with what
Mr. Wakim has said in his colloquial language – if I may put it
that way – that a hell of a lot of work has to be done in order
to reverse stereotypes. I have been observing that just today,
because although I have made a number of points which have
certainly not been answered by anyone here, people have
gone merrily along their way using the old stereotypes that I
have queried.”86
The chairman tried to get Mr. Pearce to agree that legislation
against racism is necessary in a multicultural society; but
Pearce would not be drawn: “We do not see that the conduct
which this bill will proscribe threatens social or public
order…..That is because there is no evidence that we have
seen that the conduct which this legislation seeks to proscribe
does threaten public and social order.”87
He was supported by Liberal Party Senator O’Chee: “I think
that what Mr. Pearce is saying is that in a tolerant society you
have room for free speech, and he is saying that if you curtail
that principle you strike at the very principle of tolerance itself
and
ultimately
you
undermine
a
multicultural
society.”88 Pearce went on to explain that there were only
“two very discrete and small categories of conduct” which the
bill proscribed that were not already proscribed by other laws:
“hate speech” and “giving offense or insulting someone”. He
insisted: “There is simply no evidence that I have seen which
demonstrates that conduct of that kind in Australia in 1995
threatens social order.”89
I had asked for definitions; Pearce had asked for evidence;
neither of us had been satisfied in this hearing. I was allowed
the final say by the chairman who kindly thanked me for ‘a
very good contribution this afternoon’. I said: “Could I say
something about the matter of conciliation which was
raised?..... It was suggested that the Human Rights and Equal
Opportunity Commission conciliators are neutral. I think that
that is a questionable statement. I think that, in the socialpolitical context in which that body was set up, and in which it
operates, an individual Australian citizen may well be entitled
not to have confidence that such neutrality exists. I would ask
every senator who is present here…” (“And who is a white
Aryan Australian –”, Leibler sneeringly interrupted.)….. “I
would like to ask every senator here to see what I have had to
say about that in my short 9-page letter of late January
because I made a very serious comment for the senators
about just this matter of conciliation.”90
Why did one of Australia’s most prominent and powerful
Jewish leaders feel a need twice to try to undermine my
remarks by associating me, without any justification from my
words, with Nazism and Hitler? I left the hearing strengthened
in my conviction that Jewish will was a prime motivation
behind the bill and that it was not at all benign towards those
who would oppose it, no matter how decent they were as
people, no matter how eloquent and logical they were in
argument. I also felt that I had witnessed an all-too-typical
timidity in others when confronted by manifestations of that
will.
XI
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Three cases brought under the Racial Discrimination Act in its
new form which became applicable in October 1995 (without
including criminal sanctions for persons found guilty of inciting
racial hatred, since the Australian Parliament had rejected
that) aroused concern among supporters of free speech. In
each case the defendant was found to have transgressed the
Act and was accordingly punished. Two were bankrupted by
lengthy legal processes which they had to some extent
themselves initiated; these were Olga Scully, a Tasmanian
woman of Russian ethnicity, and Dr. Fredrick Töben, a
Victorian of German origins. The third defendant was a gun
journalist from Melbourne’s mass circulation newspaper,
the Herald Sun, Andrew Bolt, of Dutch ethnicity; and his case
became a cause célèbre. Indeed it is widely understood that
the verdict in Bolt’s case was what prompted Tony Abbott to
promise reform of the Act in 2012 and to attempt this,
unsuccessfully as it has turned out, after he became prime
minister.
It appears that Scully had been making a practice of dropping
unsolicited political pamphlets and videos in letter-boxes, as
well as selling these and various books in a public
marketplace. The record of proceedings states that some of
these materials claimed that Germany did not engage in
organized brutality during World War Two, and that Germans
had been wrongly depicted as fiends. It was argued that the
bodies of concentration camp victims were not burnt in gas
ovens, but had ordinary cremation. The camp at Auschwitz
had a swimming pool, school and theatre.91
It was also reported that Scully had distributed pamphlets
alleging that the Holocaust was a lie, the Talmud encouraged
pedophilia, Jews orchestrated the Port Arthur massacre92,
communism was a Jewish plot and the world banks, media and
pornography are under Jewish control.
Some of the material she placed in Launceston letter-boxes
included The Inadvertent Confession of a Jew, The Jewish
Khazar Kingdom, Russian Jews Control Pornography, The Most
Debated Question of our Time – Was There Really a
Holocaust?, and an untitled excerpt on which was written in
longhand: “The white Christian nations are the true seed of
Israel. ‘The synagogue of Satan’ – who say they are Judean –
but are lying frauds, are trying to force the white race to
mongrelize.” There was also a document entitled “MFP – What
Are Japan’s Motives?”, in which Scully had underlined the
names of three individuals mentioned in the article, including
that of Mr. David Rockefeller of Chase Manhattan Bank, and
written in the margin next to their names “3 Jews”. On a
photograph of Rockefeller she had written “Jew” across his
forehead.93
Mr. Anthony Cavanough QC, the Human Rights and Equal
Opportunity commissioner, gave his decision on 21st
September 2000. He found that Scully had breached Section
18C of the Act. Factors that contributed to his finding included
the “stridently anti-Semitic” tone of her material and “the
inflammatory tone of the publications.” He rejected a claim by
Scully that she made a clear distinction between
“Talmudic/Zionist/Communist Jews” and “good” Jews, pointing
out that her leaflets for the most part made no such
distinction, but attacked Jews generally.
Justice Cavanough explained why he did not believe that the
exemptions allowed in Section 18D (which Scully had, in any
case, failed to invoke) would have exonerated her. He felt that
the leaflets did not bear “on their face the appearance of
reasonableness, good faith and genuineness of purpose.”
Rather, they appeared to be “intended to defame and injure
Jews”, whether or not they had other purposes. He believed
that “the extreme nature of the imputations made, the
intemperate and inflammatory tone of the leaflets and the
great variety of subject matter which have been made vehicles
for the imputations against Jews” combined “to suggest a lack
of the reasonableness and good faith required by Section
18D… and a lack of the requisite ‘genuineness’ of purpose.”
The judge further explained that he did not think the
exemption of “in good faith” could have been successfully

invoked by Scully just because she “honestly or sincerely” held
her negative views about Jews.
As for the criterion of “reasonableness”, he felt she would not
have succeeded with this either, as her material was
“unverified and lacking in persuasiveness.” He evidently did
not feel that Scully had taken care prior to publication to
establish the truth of the assertions in the pamphlets’, or
checked them for accuracy, or that she possessed any “special
knowledge” which would justify publication. Moreover, he did
not believe that her activities were carried out for any
“genuine academic, artistic or scientific purpose” (another
criterion for exemption). Rather, he saw them as the
spreading of “hate propaganda”. He did not regard the leaflets
as “reports” or as touching on “a subject of public interest”,
since their topics as a whole were too broad to fit the statutory
concept. A “subject of public interest could not be some
general abstraction unrelated to the conduct of particular
individuals.” Finally, the judge did not regard the publications
as “comment”, let alone “fair comment.”94
It is worth noting at this point some of the definitions
contained in the “Guide to the Racial Hatred Act” published by
the Australian Human Rights Commission on its website. The
phrase “in good faith” is stated to mean that “the act [of
publication] must have been done without spite, ill-will or any
other improper motive”. If there has been “a culpably reckless
and callous indifference” to injury that a targeted person or
group would be likely to experience, this also would establish a
lack of good faith. Moreover, if publication was found to be
“unpersuasive” and having “a main purpose to humiliate and
denigrate” a person or group, the exemption would also not
excuse it.
The AHRC claims that the test for “done reasonably” is
objective: “Whether or not the publisher… thought the act was
reasonable, it is the ordinary person whose assessment is
relevant. The context of the act or publication, community
standards of morality and ethics and the impact on the
community, on the targeted person or group and on race
relations are all relevant.”
What is one to make of the significance of the Scully case?
Was justice done? In my judgment Scully, despite her
obviously genuine desire to witness to the truth and defend
those she felt had been unfairly traduced, was considerably at
fault. It seems to me that she had become fanatically
obsessed with her political views, so that she relied on writings
of unworthy quality, lost to some extent her sense of the
humanity of those she was criticizing, lost the crucial
awareness that there might be another side to the matter, lost
the awareness that she herself might be in error to some
extent, and failed to realize that dropping unsolicited material
into letter-boxes is an invasion of privacy that is to be avoided
if possible.
Her Jewish adversaries had grounds for complaint. Whether
they were wise and compassionate in proceeding is a different
issue. It is hard to believe that Scully’s activities constituted
any seriously dangerous threat to the Jewish community.
Perhaps it would have been nobler to ignore this case of a
loner with “a bee in her bonnet.” Certainly her punishment of
bankruptcy is excessive, but she partly brought this on herself
by stubbornness and mismanagement of her case.
What is perhaps most important is the inevitable subjectivity
that entered the judging of her case. The language of the Act
itself is inevitably vague, ambiguous and capable of different
interpretations by different observers. Some of Justice
Cavanough’s opinions appear contestable. While there was
error and crudity in some of Scully’s publications, there
appears also to have been some truth in them, possibly
dissident truth that deserves dissemination; and there is a
danger that successful litigation in such a case has the effect
of “throwing out the baby with the bath water.”
XII
A more important, more sensational and better known case
brought under the Racial Discrimination Act was that initiated
against Dr. Fredrick Töben by Jeremy Jones and the
committee members of the Executive Council of Australian
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Jewry in 1996, a matter that was to drag out until 2009.
Töben had established a revisionist website under the name of
the Adelaide Institute. The complaint was that Töben through
his website had engaged in malicious anti-Jewish propaganda.
He had denied the Nazi genocide of the Jews and blamed Jews
for the crimes committed under Stalin. He had stated that “the
well-connected Jewish lobby wants to signal for those who are
aware of their various rackets and schemes, that, if you cross
them as an individual or as a nation, then they will boycott,
persecute and ultimately punish you, using Gentile
government agencies and Gentile taxpayers’ money…..One
day in the not too distant future the tables might well have
turned and the aroused Gentile world will mete out justice and
vengeance.”95
A hearing took place before the Human Rights and Equal
Opportunity Commission in 1998 and on 10th October 2000
the Commission ruled that Töben must remove from the
Adelaide Institute website material considered to be hate
speech and refrain from republishing such or similar material.
This ruling was confirmed by Justice Branson in the Federal
Court on 17th September 2002. The offending material
included: (1) claims that there is serious doubt that the
Holocaust occurred; (2) statements that it is unlikely that
there were homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz; (3) an
accusation that Jewish people who are offended by and
challenge Holocaust denial are of limited intelligence; (4)
claims that some Jewish people, for improper purposes,
including financial gain, have exaggerated the number of Jews
killed during World War Two and the circumstances in which
they were killed; (5) a home page statement headed “About
the Adelaide Institute.”9
Like Scully, Töben had declined to make use of the exemptions
allowable under Section 18D. In the Scully case Justice Hely
had noted: “The present proceedings were not concerned with
the truth or falsity of what was distributed by the respondent;
rather, it was concerned with whether her leaflets were
reasonably likely to offend, insult, humiliate or intimidate Jews
in Australia….. The fact, if it be a fact, that assertions made in
the leaflets may be wrong or inaccurate does not of itself
establish a contravention of Section 18C. A true statement, or
one which might in some way be shown to be true, does not
mean
that
the
statement
is
incapable
of
being
offensive.”97Affronted by this situation, Scully and Töben
preferred to refuse to participate in what they claimed were
show trials in which truth was not a defense.
In the Töben case Justice Branson stated:
The applicant gave evidence that the Australian Jewish
community has the highest percentage of survivors of the
Holocaust of any Jewish community outside of Israel. Each of
the first two of the imputations identified in [88] above thus
challenges and denigrates a central aspect of the shared
perception of Australian Jewry of its own modern history and
the circumstances in which many of its members came to
make their lives in Australia rather than in Europe. To the
extent that the material conveys these imputations it is, in my
view, more probable than not that it would engender feelings
of hurt and pain in the living by reason of its challenge to deep
seated belief as to the circumstances surrounding the deaths,
or the displacement, of their parents or grandparents… [and
that it] would engender in Jewish Australians a sense of being
treated contemptuously, disrespectfully and offensively…
…it is more probable than not that the third and fourth of the
imputations identified above, by reason of their calumnious
nature, would offend, insult, hurt and wound members of
Australian Jewry.
On these grounds the relevant publication was deemed to
have been likely to “offend and insult” (two of the four key
criteria of Section 18C) Australian Jewry. Justice Branson then
explained why the other two criteria (“intimidate and
humiliate”) were also applicable. Publication on such an easily
accessed website was likely to “cause damage to the pride and
self-respect of vulnerable members of the Australian Jewish
community, such as, for example, the young and the
impressionable….. Vulnerable members of the Jewish

community… might well experience, whether consciously or
unconsciously, pressure to renounce the cultural differences
that identify them as part of the Jewish community.” Other
Australian Jews might “become fearful of accessing the World
Wide Web to search for information touching on their Jewish
culture because of the risk of insult.”
Justice Branson also mentioned that none of the material
produced by Töben established that he had acted “in good
faith.”98
In April 2009 Töben was found guilty of contempt of court for
having breached a court order. He unreservedly apologized for
this, but was nevertheless jailed for three months. Töben has
now become the highest-profile Holocaust revisionist in
Australia. The media have widely reported his imprisonment in
1998 in Mannheim Prison in Germany for having “defamed the
dead,” his attendance at President Ahmadinejad’s conference
on the Holocaust in Iran in 2006, and the unsuccessful
attempt by Germany to extradite him from the UK on a
European arrest warrant in 2008.
It is difficult to resist the impression that Töben has an
excessively combative personality and that on occasion he has
pursued what, for him, has become a veritable crusade in an
inappropriate manner. Attitudes and language published on
the Adelaide Institute, which still operates but now under a
different director, have at times, one feels, been unnecessarily
aggressive as well as intemperate. In short, as with Scully, the
Jewish community may have had some legitimate grounds for
concern. At the same time, as again with the Scully case,
there is reason to fear that the Racial Discrimination Act, as
invoked against Töben, led to an unjust rejection of dissident
views, sincerely and seriously offered; and some of Justice
Branson’s argument, quoted above, appears to be tenuous.
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Inside the Gas Chambers

by Carlo Mattogno. The Barnes Review, Washington, DC, 267 pp. $25
A Review by Ezra MacVie
From this process, a good deal of what might be called
“literature” has arisen from the higher (funded) side of
this exercise, and a somewhat lesser volume of
impassioned, strenuous, even tedious and at the same
time inspired counterattack from the revisionists in
their forever unrequited quest for engagement with the
behemoth that outweighs them a hundredfold. The
three musketeers intrepidly parrying and thrusting with
their foils at a column of Merkava tanks.
The defenders’ broadsides are duly purchased in
hardcover and proudly displayed on the shelves of
bookcases in homes and offices. The attackers’
fusillades, if not downloaded free from websites, are
sparsely bought in economical paperback form, and
kept out of places where the opinions they imply will
not catch the eye of any of those many who would
swiftly develop a jaundiced view of their owners.
Neither, it turns out, is much read by their possessors,
who are in any case most of them in a state of carefully
Inside the Gas Chambers: The Extermination of
preserved ignorance as to just what the other side is
Mainstream Holocaust Historiography by Carlo
going on about lately.
Mattogno.
Carlo Mattogno, il maestro massimo of Holocaust
The “Holocaust debate” is, at least for the defenders of
arcana, has expended on a recent initiative of the
the regnant account, something of a kabuki dance. The
Holocaust industry, a quantum of energy and insight
tiny, furious cadre of revisionists dances impotently
that for an average person (this reviewer, for one)
around the lumbering bulk of the defenders, throwing
would represent the greater part of a life’s work. For
vicious punch after punch and landing them solidly with
Sig. Mattogno, compared with the massive work he has
practically no visible effect on the immovable monolith.
already done and published on the revisionist side,
The monolith, for its part, contents itself mostly with
however, it seems the effort might be closer to that
the occasional utterance of epithets like “denier,”
exerted by a cow brushing pesky flies off her back with
“conspiracy theories,” “anti-Semitic,” “neo-Nazi,” or
her tail. I have not perused the work(s—two of them
just plain “Nazi.” But now and then, the holders of the
actually, in succession) that our maestro demolishes
impregnable heights deign to go through the motions of
in Inside the Gas Chambers, but the numerous
refuting or even opposing the fulminations of the
quotations he makes from them leave me with the
indefatigable corporal’s guard that presumes to attack
impression that his exhaustive, scrupulous attentions
its iron grip on opinion and information. Even these
are not even quite deserved by the insipid scrivening
feigned responses to “denial” or—on a good day—
that constitutes the great bulk of the works he flatters
“revisionism” are but listless shadow-boxing, in which
with his opprobrium.
well-paid hacks gather for colloquia in expensive
The unfortunate objects of his withering attentions are
venues, there mostly to ignore the particulars so
two books, published in 1986 and 2011, that together
stridently proclaimed by the revisionists, never to
form something between a prequel/sequel and a series,
address any of them by name, and for the most part to
as
their
titles
imply:
first,Nationalsozialistische
pass off mere repetitions of their own observations as
Massentötungen durch Giftgas (National Socialist Mass
vigorous counterattack. This suffices for their
Killing with Poison Gas) and 25 years later, Neue
benefactors, and insults and infuriates the revisionists
Studien zu Nationalsozialistischen Massentötungen
who seek at least counterargument, if not explicit
durch Giftgas: historische Bedeutung, technische
acknowledgement of their personal existences.
Entwicklung, revisionistische Leugnung (New Studies in
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National Socialist Mass Killing with Poison Gas:
Historical Meaning, Technical Development, Revisionist
Denial).
The titles almost rhyme, sort of. As Mattogno
repeatedly points out, the authors of the later book,
while going through the motions of updating or merely
extending their own side of the argument, fail
conspicuously (and, it is suspected, deliberately) to
update or extend their recognition of the “denialist”
oeuvre that they pretend to debunk. Fortunately for
those who don’t, as Mattogno does, read German, the
earlier of these two books was published in 1994 in an
English translation as Nazi Mass Murders. The latter
work, it appears, has not been translated to the mostwidely spoken Western language, at least not yet.
But Mattogno’s masterful riposte, fortunately, has been
translated to English from its original Italian and, I have
learned, also to German, which version in fact
constituted the source for the (English) version
reviewed here. Thus, the present work is a translation
of a translation, though I have been assured that
Mattogno himself has vetted the English translation as
faithful to his original (Mattogno reads English, but
wisely does not author in any other than his native
language).
The English translation is credited to one Henry
Gardner, and of his work here reviewed, I must say
that he (together with those working with him) must be
a master of the translation craft. The end result, unlike
so many translations I have had the misfortune to read,
is a coherent, eminently readable, not to say
persuasive, presentation of rather intricate, technically
challenging material. Nowhere did I experience that
nasty feeling I have come to expect of mediocre
translations where the text just sort of trails off into
inchoate nonsense (well, maybe one place, but that’s
an incredibly high score for material of this kind, and is
as likely due to my sometimes-too-close reading as to
any deficiency in the end product). I make these
remarks as one who has himself undertaken translation
of comparable material, and been most thoroughly
humbled in the process.

Speaking of translation, Mattogno has written a critique
of a work that as yet has seen the light of day only in
German (an English translation would seem to be
expectable). But for the numerous (translated)
quotations, this critique could be meaningless, at least
to someone who did not have, or was not able to read,
the German-language “target.” There is, of course, the
earlier (1986) work, which is available in English, but
the quotations are (translated from) the later work. So
… to a cynic, the kabuki dance would seem to be
layered still one level deeper.
Regardless, this book affords a tour of the “heavy
lifting” of revisionism, something in which its author
has long held a leading position. It amounts to a study
in demolition—here, of course, of the flaccid assertions
of paid hacks who deliver a simulacrum of refutation of
the ineluctably growing body of revisionist criticism of
the petrified propaganda that is the legally enforced
account of wartime National Socialist dealings with Jews
and other opponents. As such, it is a volume for
“enthusiasts”—those who “can’t get enough” of the
revisionist riposte to the ubiquitous lies that today
provide cover for Israel’s territorial aggrandizement,
oppression of non-Jews within its control, obscene
claims to being a “light unto the nations,” and all the
rest of the transparent posturing that today undergirds
the hijacking of America’s priceless legacy and
irresistible power into the service of Jewish agendas.
When, if, and as the “Neue Studien” comes out in
English, this work will gain considerable value for those
whose interests and abilities don’t lead them to delve
into German-language disquisitions by the centurions of
the Holocaust Legend. In the meantime, it is something
to “lay in” against that day, and to peruse with close
attention for those whose interests center on the
weakness of the defense of the Holocaust Legend
through junket-colloquia in the former capital of the
Third Reich.
http://inconvenienthistory.com/archive/2014/volume_6
/number_4/inside_the_gas_chambers.php
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Ezra Levant loses libel case, must pay $80,000 to man he defamed as ‘illiberal
Islamic fascist’
Joseph Brean | November 27, 2014 | Last Updated: Nov 27 9:23 PM ET
In his blogging about Canada’s hate speech laws, right-wing
personality Ezra Levant defamed a young law student as a
serial liar, a bigot and a Jew-hating “illiberal Islamic fascist,”
bent on destroying Canada’s tradition of free expression, a
judge has found.
For these unfair, false and “extremely serious” written
comments, which were motivated by “ill will,” and showed a
“reckless disregard for the truth,” Mr. Levant must pay
Khurrum Awan $80,000, Judge Wendy Matheson of Ontario
Superior Court ruled Thursday.
Mr. Awan is now a lawyer in Saskatchewan, but in 2007 he
was the public face of a campaign to protest the
representation of Muslims in Maclean’s magazine. This led to
three failed human rights complaints and spurred Canada’s

first online culture war over the hate speech section of the
Canadian Human Rights Act.
That law has since been repealed by the Harper government
and this case was one of the last loose ends in the broader
conflict. As a total victory for Mr. Awan, it represents the
revenge of the “sock puppet.”
This was the condescending nickname Mr. Levant and others
used for him on the theory the law student was being
manipulated in his anti-Islamophobia advocacy by Mohamed
Elmasry, former head of the Canadian Islamic Congress (CIC),
who had earlier torpedoed his own credibility with
inflammatory comments about the Mideast conflict on a
television talk show.
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But Mr. Awan did not have as close a relationship with Mr.
Elmasry as Mr. Levant repeatedly claimed, nor did he share his
controversial views, Judge Matheson found.
As she put it, “Much of what [Mr. Levant] wanted to talk about
at trial related more to Dr. Elmasry than to [Mr. Awan].”
She ruled there is “ample evidence before me demonstrating
express malice on the part of [Mr. Levant],” especially the fact
he “did little or no fact-checking regarding the posts
complained of, either before or after their publication.”
“I find that [Mr. Levant’s] dominant motive in these blog posts
was ill will, and that his repeated failure to take even basic
steps to check his facts showed a reckless disregard for the
truth.”

Matthew Sherwood for National PostKhurrum Awan and
Ezra Levant outside court in January 2014. heir dispute
was one of the last loose ends in the broader conflict
over the now repealed hate speech section of the
Canadian Human Rights Act.
Mr. Levant “ought to have been aware of the serious
ramifications of his words on the reputation of this law
student. Yet, at trial, he repeatedly tried to minimize his
mistakes and his lack of diligence.”
The judge rejected the argument of Iain MacKinnon, Mr.
Levant’s lawyer, readers of his blog would not take his
comments “at face value” because they would be “well aware
of Mr. Levant’s penchant to stir controversy and make
outlandish comments.”
She ordered Mr. Levant to remove the posts from his website
within 15 days — they have been posted there for years —
and pay Mr. Awan $50,000 in general damages plus $30,000
in aggravated damages.
“Mr. Awan is very pleased with the decision and is grateful
that at long last he has been vindicated,” said his lawyer,
Brian Shiller.
*
‘I find that [Mr. Levant’s] dominant motive in these blog
posts was ill will, and that his repeated failure to take
even basic steps to check his facts showed a reckless
disregard for the truth’
*
Responding to the ruling, Mr. Levant called it “very troubling”
and said he felt compelled to appeal.

“This is a shocking case of libel chill that should concern any
Canadian who is worried about radical Islam, and the right to
call out anti-Semitism in the public square,” he said in an
email.
“If this ruling is allowed to stand, it will be open season on
anyone who campaigns against anti-Semitism. It is a national
‘gag order, which has the effect of silencing and punishing
critics of anti-Semitism.”
The roots of Mr. Awan’s case go back to the early days of the
vicious debate over Section 13, the hate speech clause of the
Canadian Human Rights Act.
That debate began in 2007, when Maclean’s magazine
published an excerpt from Mark Steyn’s book, America Alone,
entitled “The Future Belongs To Islam.”
Offended by the article, Mr. Awan and three fellow law
students complained to the magazine about its depiction of
Muslims as a threat to the West and cited several other
articles in Maclean’s on the same theme.
*
‘If this ruling is allowed to stand, it will be open season
on anyone who campaigns against anti-Semitism. It is a
national gag order’
*
Initially, they sought space for a rebuttal, but when that failed,
they filed a human rights hate speech complaint in Ontario.
Others followed federally and in British Columbia, brought by
the Canadian Islamic Congress.
Judge Matheson describes the law students as “naive,” and
said their meeting with Maclean’s executives represented a
“significant failure of communication.”
“Ironically, while their original objective was in furtherance of
freedom of expression, their perceived attack on the article
and the venerated Maclean’s magazine resulted in their
portrayal as attacking that very freedom,” Judge Matheson
wrote.
The failure of the hate speech complaint became the primary
example for the argument human rights tribunals had run
amok as would-be censors. The fiasco was a key motivation
for the government’s repeal of Section 13, the federal Internet
hate law.
This massive national pivot on hate laws, which leaves criminal
prosecution as the only legal response to hate speech, was in
response to a blog-based campaign led by Mr. Levant, and
marked a flip-flop for the federal Conservatives, who had
supported Section 13.
National Post
• Email: jbrean@nationalpost.com
*Christie Blatchford: If only Ezra Levant was a little bit kinder
he’d be a much better torchbearer for free speech
*Christie Blatchford: At Ezra Levant’s libel trial, everyone’s
delicate sensitivities are on the fullest display
*Ezra Levant libel trial kicks off as Canada’s noisy hate-speech
debate enters new chapter
*‘Exceedingly political’ libel case pits free speech advocate
*Ezra Levant against ‘master of lawfare’
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Merkel:
Merkel's centre-right government has pledged to take quick
сircumcision ban could make Germany 'laughing stock'
action to protect the right of Jews and Muslims to circumcise
17 July 2012 - Last updated 06:50AM
baby boys on religious grounds, and voiced concern about the
Germany's Chancellor Angela Merkel told her party the country
ruling by the court in Cologne published in June.
risked becoming a "laughing stock" over a court ruling calling
The court said the removal of the foreskin for religious reasons
religious circumcision a criminal act, according to a report
amounted to grievous bodily harm and was therefore illegal, in
Monday.
a judgement that prompted an outcry at home and abroad.
The mass-circulation daily Bild said in an article to be
Diplomats admit that the ruling has proved "disastrous" to
published Tuesday that Merkel warned the board of her
Germany's international image, particularly in light of its Nazi
conservative Christian Democratic Union (CDU) that Germany
past, following uproar from religious and political leaders in
must restore legal protection for circumcision.
Israel as well as Muslim countries.
"I do not want Germany to be the only country in the world in
which Jews cannot practise their rites," Bild quoted Merkel as
http://www.eju.org/news/europe/merkel-сircumcision-bansaying, citing several CDU members who attended the
could-make-germany-laughing-stock
meeting. Otherwise we would make ourselves a laughing stock
among nations."
______________________________________________________________________________________________
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